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..treMI.diOD
Guru Nanak has a place among the great prophets of
the world who, conveyed to the suffering humanity their
divine message of love and peace, unity and tolerance,
pure-heartedness and faith.
His was a seminal personality, encompassing many
facets of human perfection and glory. Of all religious leaders,
in ancient or medieval India. probably it was Guru Ninak
who left the deepest mark on the social and cultural life of
the modern times.
The, enormous impact of his personality was felt far and
wide, specially during the later part of his life. This powerfUl
humanisitc influence, which was essentially of a spiritual and
ethical nature, was brought about by his dramatic actions,
his courageous confrontation with the regal and ecclesiastical powers of his time and his extensive travels which took
him to almost all the then-known world.
Wherever the great Guru went, after the declaration of
his divine dispensation at Sultinpur in the Panjib, his allabsorbing. all-embracing holy presence was felt by all and
sundry. He was like a touchstone that served as an
ennobling, enriching force for atl those human beings who
saw him or heard his immortal word.
In fact. his spiritual effect was so immediate and so
far-reaching that to know him or to see him or even to hear
or utter his name was enough to be eternally saved.
Ninak was, undoubtedly, one of the great saviours of souls.
His sate purpose in coming to this physical world, from the
exalted spiritual domains, was to fe-bind and re-allign the

Guru
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separated and lost souls to their original divine source.
An embodiment of truth, Guru Ninak was so much
intoxicated with the love of God that he lived and exemplified
truth in each and every moment of his life. Thus he taught to
others what he hi~ expefie,nced and realized in actual
.,'.'
life.
. GurU Hanak was .. mystic, above all else that can be

said about him. His spiritual reaHsation and mastery was his
real character. There WIUt nothlno theoretical or specUlative
about him. He was all-truth, all-love. Goethe's dictum of allround perfection was the· keynote of Gurii Ni~s exalted
self.
He was the humblest of the humble, simplest of the
simple, truest of the true: and holiest of the holy. He was an
elemental being, in whose person all the elements of life and
nature had joined in perfection and harmony. Though mortal
like, aU other mortals, he was, in tact, the most immortal
among men, the most infallible; lDecause he had become
one with God and the·,universe. Stories of his divine origin
and birth and numerous miracles have gathered round his
life and work because of this ineffable divineness of his
being.
But when we study his life and work caratully and
discriminately, we find Guru Hanak quite normal and
common in his worldly and social dealings. In ordinary life,
he was like any other house-hotder or man of the wortd. He
lived among people, as a married man, as one of them, as
their kith and kin. This was the real cause of his enormous
popularity. He was never a recluse or a mendicant or a
cynical Sidhu. He was, in turn, a peasant, a shopkeeper, a
government employee, a wandering preacher and again a
farmer. He wal a poet, • linger, a, scholar, a logician, a
divine. 8 roligk)ua organiser, a work.-, 8 reformer, all in one.
He had;'tor many long years, 8 Muslim bard named Mardini
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as his constant companion and friend. He made numerous
devotees and disciples during his life-time from among all
the classes and creeds of society.
Thus the image of Guru Nanak is the image of an ideal
religious preceptor and saviour. In the words of his fifth
successor, Guru Arjan Dev, I should sum up the character of
the great Guru:
I do not possess any knowledge, contemplation
or (Virtuous) action and (thus) fail to understand
what 0 God ! thou art.
The greatest among all the saviours is my turthful
Lord, Guru Nanak, who has, in his mercy,
rescued and saved me.
-2-

According to Guru Nanak, Gpd is absolutely One (as we
find so strictly emphasised in the Islamic belief also) and in
His eyes all men are equal. whether they are Hindu, Muslim.
Christian or Buddhist. whether they are rich or poor, highplaced or low-placed in society, having no regard for class.
creed, country, colour whatsoever,
The true quality of a real man. a man of God. will be
determined, according to Guru Ninak, on the basis of what
actually he is, what and how he thinks, speaks and acts.
Nobody can deceive his Divine Creator by any wrong
profession, or false dissimulation, in fact, by any deviation
from Truth. Truth will always be known by its own true nature
and falsehood will ever be discovered by its own falsity.
Therefore in the eyes of the True Maker. the right and wrong
actions of men will certainly be judged in their true
perspective.
11

Guru Ninak. in-his mystical thought, cut at the very root
of all sham and humbug. The professional Brihman or the
short-sighted Mullah could not stand the test of his acute
thinking and sharp reasoning. which were based on a true
living and a direct contact with the. Supreme Being.
Guru Nanak's message of love and truth is of a
universal nature; it is for all men whoever they be ; it is for
the whole world, for all human beings, wherever they be;
and it is for afl time, past, present and Mure. His message is
spiritual in its essence, humanisitc in its approach, social
in its application and moral in its judgement.
The greatest spiritual concept in Guru Ninak's thought
is the actual communion or contact with the Divine Being.
Constant remembrance of God's name is the truest act that
a man can perform. Guru Nanak emphasised to all men the
need for establishing a direct rapport with God which
means: no professionalism in religion. All the so-called
religious intermediaries ate futile except the Guru himself
who has known truth and can make others know it. In other
words, since the Guru has achieved union with the Divine
Being, therefore, all men must pass through his sanctuary in
order to know and realise God. There is no other way
possible.
Guru Nanak's message proved a lasting bridge between
the warring and wrangling religions in India-indeed, a
unique meeting ground which has no analogy in the history
of our country.
Probably the greatest contribution of Guru Nanak's
religious thought to the Indian society was his inculcation of
Indians. It has made
social and moral responsibility on
men, not only God-centred but society-oriented, and thus his
Sikhs have never shirked national and patriotic duty in the
hour of India's need. His disciples have in thousands and

an
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lakhs courted death with courage and valour but have never
flinched from their post or hour of duty.
This social responsibility has gradually forged and
converted Sikh nation into a strong martial instrument of
national importance. It has also made them into excellent
citizens, workers. artists. artisans. engineers. merchants and
farmers. Without doubt. Guru Nanak's Sikhs are now a
community. at once deeply religious. highly pragmatic and
keenly progressive. Dynamism is the keynote of their attitude
towards life, as infused in them by Guru Nanak's powerful
thought and message.
-3Japji has a great meaning and message to communicate. Guru Nanak made it an epitome of his whole spiritual
thought and a cornerstone of his great divine revelation. It is•
.in fact, the qUintessence of the whole religious philosophy,.
a.s .propounded in the voluminous corpus of Guru Granth
S§hib and the Dasam Granth.
In Japji we find briefly expressed a theological argument
involved in the eternal relationship between man and his
Creator. No one who wants to know Guru Niinak's thought
can ignore or miss its study. Hence its unique popularity and
appeal.
Keeping in view the special importance and popularity
of Japji and difficulty faced by many Sikhs and non-Sikhs in
grasping its meaning and message. the author has undertaken an intensive thematic study of this sacred text and has
also appended an English translation along with the text in
Roman script.
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To understand Japji is to know the truth behind Sikhism.
It is the central and most essential of the Sikh scriptures.
No one interested in Sikhism can afford to ignore the
importance and spiritual efficacy of this great text. In fact,
one cannot do better than to recite JapjFdally in the morning,
keeping his mind fixed on the meaning, so that he may get
attuned to the underlying message of the Guru.
Japji is so much packed with spiritual thought and
insight as to make one believe that its creation completely
involved a mystical process of the highest order.
A great literary genius, in his own right Guru Ninak in
Japjl intuitively gave expression to his innermost realisation
of the Supreme Reality.
How a lov.r of truth, with the grace of the Guru: can
seek and find out the true relationship between the created
and the Creator-this crucial question as posed in the
beginning of the J~ji. is the crux of the whole message that
has been expressed here in the briefest form along with the
answer:
How to be truthful and how to break the W8lI of f818ehood 1
Nlnak says: By following the path of obedience and
J88ignatlon (to the will of the Supreme BeIng) as ord8lned and
deIermlned· (In the WIlY fad of cu beings).
(JapJ, I)

Each word and each line of this holy text involves much
exposition, and endless realisation. In fact the whole of GurU
Granth Sihib is a veritable exposition of the fundamental
thought expressed herein.
JapjT was given the place of pride and pre-eminence by
Guru Arjan Dev, the fifth Guru, who compiled GurU Granth
14

Sahib in 1604 A.D., as the first and the foremost complete
text entered in the very beginning. Whereas all other poetic
compositions included in Guru Granth Sahib were assign~d
to and included under various Ragas, Japji was kept apart
from the division of the Ragas. This fact not only speaks of it$
uniqueness as a religious text but also indicates its special
spiritual character.
Historically speaking, eversince its composition in the
last years of Guru Nanak's life at Kartarpur (on the right bank
of the Ravi), this poem was regarded by the great Guru
himself as an essential text for daily morning recitation and
during his lifetime it had become imperative for the Sikhs to
recite and repeatedly recite it as a religious prayer. Its very
title 'Japu' (though also a verb meaning 'to recite') here
implies a noun used as a title for the text, meaning
'recitation'.
The reading and study of Japji has been so much
emphasised eversince the time of the Gurus and during the
subsequent three hundred and fifty years of Sikh history, that
it can be said that the Gurus themselves and all their true
Sikhs always lived up to the highest Sikh ideals as
propounded in Japji and when the hour of death came; they
again resorted to the recitation of the Japji which is the
antidote of death and the nectar of life. Sikh history abounds
in interesting examples of the miraculous powers attained by
those who recited this text in right earnest.
Japji has been regarded as a difficult text not only for its
depth of thought and the richness of meaning but also for its
terseness of language and the preciseness of diction. Principal
Teja Si"gh has aptly referred to the epigrammatic quality of
this poem, which is perhaps the most cogent literary fact of
Japji.*
+"See his Introduction to Japji or Gura Nanak's Meditations.
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But in spite of this general difficulty of the text (which
has mostly been brought about by the compactness of its
style the area of appeal and interest for those who know the
Panjibi language and also possess some literary sense, is
perhaps the widest, because most of the lines and stanzas
found in the text are easy to grasp, specially those having
lyrical modes of expression.
But Japji has also universal appeal for all men having a
religious bent of mind, because its meaning and message
are of a universal nature.
Guru Ninak has himself made it clear in Japji that his
religion is not confined to a sect of people only, but, instead,
belongs to all classes of people irrespective of caste, creed
or colour. In his own words:
(Our) great path is one which includes all classes of people
and by conquering the mind (we> conquer the whole world.

It is, therefore wrong to believe that Guru Ninak's divine
message is confined only to the Sikhs. Guru Ninak belongs
to all the yearning souls wherever and whoever they be. So
Japji, in original or in translation, should reach all men and
women in the world around.
With a fount of love in his heart and the blood of
universal sympathy running in his veins, Guru Nanak
travelled, in difficult conditions and without any conveyance
to carry him, to distances covering thousands of miles and to
the farthest lands known at that time, beyend surging oceans
and across formidable mountains.

-2Guru Nanak always said what he directly knew. He
expressed what is expressible and communicable. He knew
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the limits to which a language can go and beyond this limit
he would not attempt to say anything. In Japji he has
repeatedly forbidden the use of language where only silence
is needed, because silence is the beginning and the end of
all speech. For a theme which has to probe the spiritual
reality and the spiritual fact, it is the wise dictum of the great
Guru that one should not make unnecessary attempt to utter
the unutterable. All outspoken people and (braggarts,
according to Guru Nanak, are vUlgar and foolish and
deserve punishment for their indiscretion. In his own words:
If one bespeaks something out of limit or propriety, he will
certainly be dubbed as the most foolish and vulgar among
men.
(Japji,26)

The basic thought underlying Japji is the enunciation of
the most fundamental problem of human life which can be
stated in clear terms as follows:
God, who is the spiritual reality underlying the universe,
has no second or rival because nothing whatsoever exists or
can exist without Him; He not only created Himself but also
created the universe for His pleasure; He only knows why
and when He created the world and what is the mystery
behind this created world; of all creations he has given to
human beings a certain freedom of action and. initiative;
man has to discover the true purpose of his life on earth; life
is so short-lived that it cannot be wasted in idle and futile
pursuits; hence the need for a spiritual guide who has
discovered' the purpose of life himself and having reached
the goal can guide others on the path to salvation.
Guru Nanak who is a perfect spiritual guide, has shown
the path in Japji. Verily, Sikhism is a path, a Marg, a way of
life, a definite spiritual attitude towards Reality in all its
manifold aspects.
17

Sikhism, as taught by Guru Nanak, has no rigid doctrine
or dogma. It is a spiritual training and practice. It is a daily
experience and actual realisation. Sikhism literally means
'training' and a Sikh 'trainee'. All men can learn from Guru
Nanak the path of Sikhism as enunciated in Japji-a path
which has a universal meaning and appeal.
Human life is a combination of physical and spiritual
elements. Whereas the physical element is something
concrete, the spiritual element remains intagible. One is the
outer aspect and the other, inner aspect of human life. Since
life begins and grows from some hidden and subtle sources,
it can be said that the basic element of man is spiritual. But
the outward perception caused by human senses, creates
an illusion for men so as to make them believe that the
physical reality is the only real thing in life. All things that are
perceived by senses seem to be very real, while the soul that
is not physically perceived makes little impression. This
temporary reversal of the perception of truth is called Maya.
All men and their souls remain engrossed in this illusory
effect throughout their lives· until and unless their souls are
awakened by a spiritual guide.
Guru Nanak called this human state of illusory perception,
'falsehood' and to further illustrate this state he used the
metaphor of a wall or a barrier which divides truth from
falsehood. All human misery is caused by this falsehood.
Hence the imperative need for breaking this wall or barrier.
This is the crucial question posed in JaPJT. This is the central
idea of Japji. In the first stanza of Japji, after rejecting the
prevalent religious beliefs and practices which led people
astray from the path of truth, Guru Nanak went straight to the
·"The world is asleep under the effect of the illusion created by the three
Gunas (i.e. Qualities, Raja, ramo and Sata), and in this sleep passes their
Guru Amar Dis, Rimkan:
night (of eXistence)."

heart of the problem and not only stated the problem in the
briefest and most exact terms possible. but also offered his
own solution which is probably the cornerstone of his whole
religious edifice. In his own words:
How to be truthful, and how to break the wall of falsehood ?
Nanak says: By following the path of obedience and
resignation (to the Will of the Supreme Lord). as ordained and
determined (In the very fact of our being ).
(Japji, 1)

In order to have a clear understanding of the theme of
JapF, it has been discussed under the following heads,:
1. The concept of God
2. The Human Situation
3. The Holy Path
4. The Unknowable
5. God-men·
6. The Five Regions
All these aspects collectively make up the one whole
theme of Japji.
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TIle Coacept

0' Gotl

All things have their beginning in God and the Word*.
The holy Ouran has it : From God we come and to the same
source we return. In the first verse of the Gospel of St. John
in the Bible, we find the same truth: In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
Similarly it is stated in the Vedas: In the beginning was the
Lord of creatures and second to him was the Word
The
Word was truly the Supreme Brihman.t
God is thus the primal reality in the universe. Japji
begins with this very recondite spiritual fact. Guru Nanak
makes a credal statement about what God is. In Sikh
terminology, this statement is called the Mool Mantra or the
Prologue, in which the hoty Guru gives his own positive
concept of Godhead. He establishes the true nature of God,
as we human beings should understand Him.
God is inscrutable, unknowable and beyond human
comprehension. Still, Guru Ninak, the true enlightner of the
souls, who, according to Sikh belief, saw God face to face
and thus had a positive, personal experience of the Divine
Being, was able to make a final and original statement of his
concept of God. Probably nowhere in religious history we
find such a clear-cut, definite and complete statement about
the nature and reality of God as we find, epigrammatically
expressed, in the beginning of Japji.

,

*(God) created all the worlds by uttering one Word. From this word flowed
out miHions of rivers (of life). Japjr. 16.

tc. Isharwood, Rima Krishni and His Disciples, 1964. P.105.
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In primitive religions we find the superstitious belief in
plural gods, instead of the one indivisible Godhead. In some,
there are two Gods, in others three and still in others many
gods-pantheon of gods. The pantheistic view of the Divinity
has almost whittled down the very concept of Godhead,
because according to this belief all visible things not only
represent but incarnate the Godhead. Thus the very entity of
the one and unitive Godhead gets lost in the quagmire of
plurality.
Similarly the Hindu concept of the independent
existence of Prakriti(Nature) and its co-existence with God
is also unacceptable to Guru Nanak who regards the one
Supreme Being as the sole Creator, Sustainer and Destroyer
of the universe. No one can create, sustain or destory except
the one Karta Purkh (The Absolute Creator Being).
The Guru has also rejected the idea of Avtirvid or
Incarnation theory which implies the Godhead assuming or
taking human shape. GurD Nanak says God is beyond death
(Akal Miirat) and beyond birth (Ajiini). He is self-existent,
self-created, who neither takes birth nor dies, but EVER IS.
Guru Nanak is strictly monotheistic in his concept of
God.* In this he is akin to the Islamic belief of the absolute
oneness of God (Wahid-o-/a-sharTk, Tauhid-i-Mutliq, L.8-iliii-fila).
It is generally and correctly believed that the philosophy
of Sikhism is the philosophy of the Name (i. e. God's Name).
To know God is to know His name. By constant repetition,
oral or mental, and meditation on the Holy Name (as
revealed by the Guru in Sikhism, it is Wahigurii), a seeker
after truth becom~s one with the Name, or to be more exact,
with the Being represented by the Name. Actually, the Name
is a symbol of God and probably the highest symbol. For a
*Cf. C.H.Loehlin. The Sikhs and their Scriptures.
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spiritualist, there remains no difference between the Name
and the Divine Person behind it.
Guru Nanak has, therefore, in the very beginning of
Japji, attempted to define and state (by using attributes and
assigning names to Godhead) the true nature and reality of
the Supreme Being. This he has done by using
epigrammatic language.
In fact, God cannot be expressed in any human or
linguistic terms. He is only a fit subject for contemplation. He
exists only in the soul or in the heart of a man, or to use a
phrase from Gurbani, on the lips of a man of God. Therefore,
it may be said that Guru Nlnak has expressed the final word
on the subject. In his other compositions he has further
clarified his concept of Godhead, which, however, stands
basically the same as stated in the beginning of the Japji.
We may ask as to what is the final or true Name of
God? According to Guru Nanak, it is Satnam, or the
Everlasting Name. After saying that He is one and the only
one, he has stated that His real Name is Sat (Sanskrit:
Satya), One who ever is or one who remains forever (Arabic:
AI Hai. AI Qayyum, AI Baqi). This is his Primal Name (Arabic:
Zati Ism). His other names are just attributive or qualitative
ones (Arabic: Sitati Ism), such as Creator (Karla), Fearless
(Nirbhau), Without-enmity (Nirvair), Deathless (Aki~ etc.
Furthermore, the statement called Mool Mantra also
serves as a regular prayer for consIant repetition and meditation.
Since Go~ can at best be known by his attributes only, this
Mool Mantra serves the highest purpose for the
devetopment and spiritual progress of the disciple. Guru
Ninak has emphasised. time and again, that by praising the
Lord or by considering and realising His greatness, we can
be one with Him or be united with Him. Japji'begins with this

cradal 'statement.
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(He is) One, Pervading in all things. Having Everlasting Name.
the Creator Being, the Fearless. Without Enmity, the Deathless Being, Not physically Born, Self-created. By the Grace
of the !Guru (can be known and attained)."

After the Prologue or Mool Mantra comes the title Japu
(for religious edification called Japji or Japji Sahib) which is
followed by a second Prologue in the form of a verse called
Salak. This is again in praiSe of the Supreme Being. In this
Salok Guru has laid emphasis on the original truth about
God, which, in Mool Mantra, he earlier expressed as Satnam,
as explained above. His style in Japji is throughout elliptical
and succinct, but this remarkable quality of his style has
found special play in the composition of the first Prologue
and then the second Prologue. To translate the Salok into
English:
(God was) True in the beginning. True in ttte various Ages,
True He is. says Nanak, True He wiD ever be.

*Japji. Prologue.
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TIae H.-e. Sitwatioa
God is the First cause or the source of all existence. He
creates, kindles or animates all beings, human and animal.
Just as the sun spreads countless rays all around and
those rays always remain connected with the sun, without
which they have no existence; in the same way, all
individual souls always form a part of and have their eternal
being in the Primal Soul, without which they cannot exist.
The great Primal Soul remains ever in its purest
element, undefiled, unruffled, unabated, untarnished. But the
individual soul, when it gets defiled and tarnished by its
commingling with the material and the physical elements
(created by the Supreme Being Himself to make the Soul
tangible and concrete), it easily falls a prey to delusion and
illusion. It becomes insular, individualised, separated and
·egotistic. It is thus lost in the meshes of falsehood. called
Mlya. Enslaved and warped, it loses its essential or original
character which is spiritual and thus becomes merely
material and physical.
This reversal of the human state, from spiritual to
material, is the cause of all human tragedy. The sorrowridden humanity does not find any peace in its futile worldly
pursuits. which, bereft of spiritual harmony and detachment,
always end in smoke and leave behind nothing but failure,
destruction and repentance.
This enslavement of the soul in the clutches of
deception or falsehood, slowly and gradually increases and
flourishes, if its rising tide is not stemmed by a corresponding
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spiritual effort towards enlightenment. When it gets
confirmed in folly, its misery becomes so perpetual and
lasting that the captive soul can find no way out or let up. The
miserable state of a lost soul is one which,in religious terms,
calls for hell-like punishment during the life on this earth and
in the life hereafter. Physical, mental or spiritual torture is
what we call a 'hell'.
But all this peace or lack of peace, pleasure or sorrow,
is always at the mercy and will of a Benevolent God, whose
dispensation of Law is always corrective and reformative
and never merely punitive and vindictive. His justice is
always tempered with mercy. We only need patience and
fortitude in order to understand His Divine L8w. This is what
Guru Nanak has taught in Japji. No soul should lose itself in
despair, because the Lord of the soul is supremely merciful
and graceful. In the 15th stanza of Japji, the Guru says:
The doings of the Creator are beyond our reckoning ;
The (mythical) ox denoting the Law (Dharma) is the son of
Charity ;
It has been made steadfast by having been tied down with the
rope of patience.
If one understands this, he will be truthful.

All souls craving redemption should have a recourse to
and a refuge in the holy path shown in Japji. Guru Nanak is
the saviour of all souls, who are losing or have lost grace and
goodness. Submit to the will of God, as our inner self (called
conscience) knows this truth-this is what Guru enjoins
upon all men to learn and do. By treading on this path and by
following this injunction, we can shun falsehood and realise
truth.
This panacea offered to the souls by Guru Nanak is
something fresh and original in-as-much as it has been
discovered after right spiritual training and experience,
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which implies rejection of many useless and unprofitable
religious practices, adopted and pursued in utter ignorance
of what is right and true. In the first stanza of Japji, the Guru
rejects four common rituals and religious follies. They are as
follows:
1. Bathing in sacred rivers as a penance and a
religious practice:The underlying belief was that .it lcleanses
the body, the mind and the spirit. But the Guru says, no
bathing, however co.nstant and frequent, can purify or
cleanse the mind lind the souL It is only an external act
which cannot have any effect on the soul, which can only be
cleansed by a perpetual repetition of God's Name. In the
Guru's words: •
If hands and feet and the body get dirty and unclean,
Their impurity can be removed by washing with water.
If clothes become soiled by urine and refuse, they can be
washed with the help of soap.
If the reason gets polluted by indulging in sins,
It can be purified by constant meditation on the (holy) Name.

(Japji,20)

2. Keeping mute and speechless: Many sadhus,
ancient and modern, are known to have regarded
continuous silence as an effective means for controlling the
mind. But it is a futile practice. How can silence still the mind.
when we find that even sleep has no power over the mind?
Speech is just one of the many ways of expression of what is
inside the mind. Therefore. only by an inner discipline or
a~sorption of the mind, one can have any control over it.
It is not the speech of a man that matters, but the
meaning implied therein or the intention involved.· Silence,
at the most, can help in conserving energy or in aiding
concentration. What a votary of God needs, is the all*GurU Nlnak says in A8I dr Vir:
Whatever is in the mind, will be out.
The oral speech is nothing but air.
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absorbing God-consciousness, which only His holy Name
can bestow on the human soul. Muteness can be apathy,
dullness, inertness, even death-like nothingness or void.
Don't we find all hills, forests, plains, rivers, oceans, stars and
heavens and even animals generally silent and mute? It is
only given to man to choose and decide when and what to
utter and when and what not to utter. Man is the only sentient
and articulate being, who has infinite .knowledge, infinite
experience and infinite speakability.
3. Fasting as a means to weaken the body and
thereby to control the mind: It is again a futile effort. By
weakening the body or the mind, there can be no spiritual
gain. In fact by forgoing food, one loses physical and mental
energy, which is so essential for spiritual advancement. The
physical hunger and thirst are biological necessities and
thus, normal urges. Who can live without eating? One may
do well to avoid excessive eating but to shun food or keep
fasting for long and frequent intervals is an extreme step.
The natural hunger can be appeased or satisfied by normal
eating-by eating what is necessary and useful for physical
health. Those who fast too much, end by ruining their health.
It is thus a suicidal tendency and must be curbed.
Guru Nanak, the Perfect-Guru, shows the right path by
inculcating moral and healthy process of life. Don't we find
people eating voraciously after breaking a fast or thinking of
food or lack of food during the fast? Only a physically
normal and satisfied person can pray well. Hungry and
thirsty persons cannot pray well. In the Guru Granth sahib,
the Saints and Bhagats have asked of their beloved God to
give them normal food and other necessities of life so that
they may be able to worship Him.
The great Persian poet Sa'di says in one of his verses:
When I Make ready to pray to God at the dead of night,
It flashes to my mind as to what shall I give to my son to eat in
the morning?
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4. Experience and Wisdom of life 88 a means to gain
spiritual salvation: Guru Nanak says: if there be not one
but a thousand wisdoms, these avail not a whit.
By wisdom, we generally mean worldly wisdom. Such
. wisdom is acquired by a long and useful experience of life. A
man becomes well-versed and adept in any human activity,
pursued with persistence and interest. This we might call
skill or insight. But spiritual experience is of a different
quality. It is gained not by an expertness or efficiency in
doing something at a physical level, but by an inner
experience, by a feeling in the ~, by introspection and
meditation on the nature of truth and falsehood, on life and
death, on the hidden sources of life and on the ultimate
Reality that underlies the world of appearance.
Human experience is too limited and meagre, if it is
confined to the area of physical activity. All knowledge,
thinking, speCUlation and imagination, if these are on the
material plane, are just ignorance compared to the
knowledge and insight that is realised by the spiritual
communion with the All-pervading, Omnicient, Unknowable
Reality called God.
What is wisdom? It is organ ised and channelised
human experience. That is all. But wisdom gained through
limited sources is very much limited. On the other hand, the
realm of spirituality is beyond the limits of space, time and
causation. Hence, this limited wisdom, as a means to
spiritual uplift, is quite insufficient and futile.
After refuting and rejecting the common practices of
other faiths prevalent in his time, the Guru has logically
posed the real problem as it is, in its true spiritual context, in
the very first stanza of Japji. He has at once made the
premises clear by eJinching the issue and by removing all
chances of confusion, and stating in question form, the basic
spiritual need of mankind on the spiritual plane. People go
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astray when they lose sight of the true goal and the means
get lost in the meshes of extraneus thought, when the end is
not visualised and stated in a clear-cut language. The Guru,
has therefore aptly and precisely stated what he means, in
the question: "How to be truthful and how to break the wall
of falsehood 1"
And his answer is equally terse and pithy. In his own
profound words: "By following the path of obedience and
resignation (to the will of the Supreme Lord) as ordained and
determined (in the very fact of our beings)."
This statement made by way of answer, needs
explanation at great length but suffice it to say here that a
soul that submits or loses itself in the Oversoul, is, by this act
of submission and losing, qualified to be redeemed, to be
saved. Obedience to the Divine Law or Order (Hukam) is the
greatest human quality. Very few mortals achieve this
spiritual state and that also through the Grace of the Divine
Being and not by their own effort. By shedding ego, as it were
an erratic soul gains the higher selfhood, which we may call
Godhead.
This submission to Hukamrthe Guru says, is the highest spiritual merit. *.

'''By submitting to Hukam, a man gets accepted and thus he is able to
enter the sanetuaryof his Lord." AsA-dT-Var, 15.
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The Holy Path
The concept of a Sikh's submission to the Will of God
(Hukam) as a paramount act of faith, is an imperative
necessity for determining his right attitude towards religion.
Actually, a Sikh is one who submits, who obeys the Law at all
costs and in all eventualities. This is the first step towards the
holy path.
To express this thought in the apt phraseology used in
the Guru Granth SBhibbYGurO Nanak and his successors, a
Sikh is one who offers his head to the Lord as a sacrifice or
price for His love *-who relinquishes or consigns his whole
self to the sacred Will of the Lord, thus consecrating his life
and every thing for the higher spiritual cause so dear to his
heart. t
In Sikh faith, the cardinal point is Love. A Sikh is a lover,
first and last. A lover knows how to submit to the Will of the
Beloved. Only a lover knows how to obey. Love and obedience
always go together, as Guru Nanak says in Asa dI Vir:
• Guru:' Ninak says:
If you desire to perform the act of love (to me);
Come to my street withyour head placed on the palm of your hand.

He who tells me about thee. 0 Lord.
what should I give to that man;
I should cut my head to make him sit on it
and thus serve him without my head.

t

(Guru Nanak, Wadhans.)
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Those who have fear in their hearts,
have also love in their hearts.t

Unless one fUlfils the basic condition of a Sikh by
becoming a lover of God, how can he reach the Lord or ever
go near Him? Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru, declared
in his lucid words:
Those who loved God, they alone found Him.

But, at the same time, lovers need many more thinQ.s.
They have to develop this basic quality of love to its logical
end. From lovers they have to become one with the Beloved.
From a drop they have to become an ocean. From an atom
they have to become a sun. These are well-known
metaphors used by the Sikh Gurus, like other mystic poets.
A drop becoming an ocean or an atom becoming a
Sun! What a vast distance? A Persian pOet says:
Look at the distance in the path,
from what end it is to what end ?

It all depends on the spiritual ascent or evolution that a
votary can go through in his lifetime.
This measureless ascent and this pathless progress*
has its own meaning and its own reason. The effort is as
much inside as it is outside. Spiritual evolution is the most
difficult task. It requires the best and the toughest among
men. The inner reality is too beyond and away from the
apparent reality. But both have to be correlated and
commingled in one spiritual blend.
tin Japjr (Stanza 38) the great Guru says :
Make fear thy bellowS and penance thy fire ;
Make love thy utensil and pour the holy nectar therein.
*The great Persian poet FaiZi says:

I tread a path where physical stride is unknown.
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For all this. the right means for the right end are needed.
Bad means cannot lead to good results. Hence the need for
a moralistic approach to religion.
Sikhism, as Guru Nanak taught it. emphasises virtuous
means for reaching the sublime spiritual altitudes.· Evil has
to be totally rejected and shunned. A lover can do no wrong,
just as in England they say: A king can do no wrong. The
humble and selfless attitude of a lover makes him virtuous
and morally sound. Love being the essence of all that is
created and of the Creator Himself, it naturally and inevitably
binds all men to one another and to the Divine Being. Love is
the safest bridge between God and man. t
Having determined the right attitude of a Sikh, the great
Guru in his bOundless compassion and love for the suffering
humanity, showS the practical path, in Japji,by treading on
which the seeker-atter-truth can certainly reach the true
spiritual goal. He has laid down, in specific and clear terms.
the efficacious means which a Sikh must adopt so that he
may succeed in fulfilling his true destiny.
In Japji, we can easily discover and point out the
mean$.. for the spiritual rebirth of a Sikh. All those
who take refuge in the divine mercy and love of the Guru, get
a new life or a rebirth in the mystical sense. They all become
the children of the all-embracing, all-powerful Guru who
raises them from the lowest physical levels to the highest
spiritual states of existence.
fo~wing

"There can be no devotion without acquiring virtue.
Japji,21.

: The true Lord, having true Name, has a Iang,:age made of measure1es8
love.
JapJi,4.
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1. Recitation of the IHoly Name
When the human mind is beset with impurity or polluted
by sin, there is no remedy better than recitation of the Holy
Name. The Name signifies the Divine person invoked by this
symbol. In Sikhism, it is Wahiguru which means 'Wonderful
Lord'. It is infinite and everlasting praise of the Inscrutable
God, rendered in terms of the human spoken word or
language.
Whereas all other efforts fail, the method of recitation of
God's Name, by word of mouth or by contemplation of its
meaning, never fails in its divine purpose. Guru Nanak
himself made it clear in Japji (Stanza 20) when he said:
If hands and feet and the body get dirty, their impurity can be
removed by washing with water.
If clothes get soiled by urine and refuse, they can be washed
and Cleansed with the help of soap.
If the reason gets polluted indulging in sins, it can be cleansed
by constant recitation of the Name.
The pious and the sinner are not merely in name.
What you will eam by action, that goes with you.
You will reap what you will sow.
Nanak says, at the Lord's bidding you will come and go.

The sincere and pure-hearted recitation of the Name is
the highest prayer and thus the highest spiritual state which
a man can attain. It does not come to any seeker by effort or
even by chance. It comes as a Divine gift given to the
'Chosen ones' Le. those who are deserving of'this state in
the eyes of God or those who are the humblest and the
purest among men. But no one can say what pleases the
Lord. It is His sweet Will that rules the universe. His state is
kingly, as Milton says.*
·In Japjl (Stanza 4) His absoluteness has been most lucidly expressed in
Ine following line:
Nanak says we know this much:
that He the Truthful is all by Himself.
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A question arises here, that if so much is in the hands of
all-dispe,:,sing God, then what should a man do to please
Him or to deserve His favour? This very question Guru
Ninak himself has posed in the fourth Stanza of Japji. His
answer to this crucial question is contained in his following
words:
0

In the

ambr08Ial

early

morning hours

(you shOUld)

concentrate or ponder on the true Name and the greatneas
(of the Lord).
By His grace one gets the robe of honcu (of the divine praiee)
and by His favour the door oI881va11on is att8Ined.*

A Sikh's duty is only to pray and pray in all sincerity.
Beyond this, he cannot and shOuld not go, otherwise he will
be engrossed in his pride anti vanity. If he relies upon his
own effort or his wisdom, he will certainly become egotistic
and thus lose his very bonafides.
This useful and recondite principle has been revealed in
Japji by the great Guru in the fifth stanza. He has even gone
so far as to compose the required Prayer for the benefit of
the Sikhs, in his own beautiful words:

o Lord. give me one under8tandlr,IQ :
There is but one Giver of all t:.eIngs,
Whom I shOUld never ~lI8l.
At another place in Japji (stanza 25) the Guru has
stated, in the most precise manner possible. as to what lofty
spirituafheights a man can attain by the praise of God and
by recitation of the Name. It is a supremely categorical
*While tra~ these lines I have follow8d the meaning given by S.Sihib

Singh in his oJapji satic (PunjIbl).
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statement which should be regarded as the highest
theological principle of Sikhism. Thus says the Guru:
One to whom the Lord in His mercy
gives His praise and devotion,
Nanak says, he is the king of the kings.

2. Singing and hearing of :Gurbani
In Guru Granth sahib we find the following injunction:

o

man, you came to the world
to read and hear Gurbani.

'Gurbani' means poetry at its highest and sublimest. In
perfection of thought and expression, no poetry is capable of
rivalling what we call 'Gurbani'.*
A man can occupy himself with anything. from cooking
his ordinary food. to driving a rocket to the moon or the mars.
But what is his real purpose or job in this world? Who can
decide this matter? Only a sage. who has known the truth or
the reality of things. can decide for us. Thus we approach the
sagacious Guru to guide us. His verdict is clear. One cannot
do better than to read or hear the word spoken by the Guru.
Better still, one should sing the poetic words uttered in the
praise of God. This,GurO Nanak has emphasised in Japji.
time and again.

• Guru Amar Das, the third Guru, has, in his well-known poem Ramkali
Anand, distingUished between ordinary poetry, called by him 'untrue poetry:
(Kachi Bani) and the great poetry composed by the Guru, I e. true poetry
(Sachi SanTy or Gurblini
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What is the Guru's criterion for the verdict that only the
devoted ones will be saved? Men may deceive themselves
by asserting that whatever they do is right. But the Guru and
God cannot be deceived. The truth gets known at the end.
Judgement comes only after a man has left the earthly
abode. Guru Ninak says in Japji (Stanza 34) :
True He is and true is His Court (of Justice).
There the 'chosen ones' adore His presence.
By Divine grace 8I1d favour
the sign of greatness comes.
It is there that default and perfection are determined.
Ninak says. this truth is known
only after one reaches (that court).

The transitory abode on this earth cannot be the real
place for a ,nan's sojourn. His permanent and eternal abode
is certainly beyond this physical world. It is with God. in the
spiritual regions. wher-e Time. Space and causation are no
more. We may call it heaven or paradise (Surg. Ba/kunth.
etc.)
But our life on this earth. though short-lived, is allimportant and all-inclusive, because it is here and in this
practical field, that a man's destiny is determined. This
earthly region is the training ground, the place for action
and reaction. It is as much real as any region above,
becaues it is as much created by the Creator as any
other creation. So. we can say, the immediate and the
ultimate are combined here in this world, the finite and
the infinite. the ephemeral and the transcendental, all in
one.
Let us, therefore. follow the path shown by the Guru
and sing the praises of God or listen to such singing, as
and when possible, in fact at all times, with love in our
hearts and longing in our souls. The Guru .instructs thus
in Jap~ (Stanza 5) :
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Those who remembered Him were honoured,
Nanak says. let us sing the praises
of that Treasure of virtues.
Let us sing His praises and hear them,
keeping love in our hearts.
In this way we shall banish all sorrow
and acquire all bliss.

In Japji the idea and the importance of singing praises
and hearing them are so elaborately expressed that space
does not permit us to elucidate or expatiate on that in this
brief study. Suffice it to say that the series of stanzas
beginning with 'By hearing' Le. from 8th to 11 th and again the
lengthy (in fact the longest 'in JapiO 27th stanza pertain to
this very subject. The whole universe is busy singing His
praises; all great manifestations of God do nothing but sing
His greatness-then why should man, the most sentient
being, should be silent?
The famous Persian poet Sa'di says in one of his verses
in Gulistan :
I felt deeply ashamed that in the early morning
all the birds around were busy singing
the praise of God and I alone should be mute.

3. Obedience to Law
We have already discussed in detail the importance of
obedience and submission to the Divine Law (called
Hukam) while explaining the meaning of the great Question
raised in the first stanza of Japji and the great Answer
offered. to it.
This logical method Of establishing the premises of the
thesis or the argument of the whole poem, by posing a
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question and answering it briefly. and epigrammatically, in
the very beginning, proves beyond all doubt and surmise,
that this idea of 'obedience to law' is the corner-stone of the
whole philosophical and mystical edifice so artistically built
up by the genius of Guru Ninak. It is the centralmost idea of
the whole body of spiritual literature produced by the Sikh
Gurus, beginning with Guru Nanak-in fact, it is the
quintessence of all that the great Gurus taught to the world.
Dr. W.H. McLeod has emphasised the importance of
Hukam, while discussing the nature of Sikh belief and the
essence of G~ru Ninak's teaching. He says:
The fundamental importance of the Hulcam in the thought of
Guru Ninak is emphasized by its exposition at the very
beginning of Japjf.·

Expatiating further on the meaning of Hukam, Dr.
Me Leod affirms the necessity of submission to law, for a
man who seeks and wants union with God. He says:
Submission, on the other hand, leads to union, the
consequence whereof is freedom. He who recognizes the
Divine Order perceives the Truth; and he who, having
recognized it, brings his life into conformity with it ascends to
that eternal union with God which is the ultimate beautitude. t

Though the concept of 'submission' has been
propounded by Guru Ninak at the very outset, yet it is not
merely the primary or the initial thought in Sikhism. It is, in
fact the most ultimate one, to which a Sikh has to revert
again and again. because unless and until he understands
and realises concretely what Hukam is and by constantly
~GcKO Ninak

ana ". Sikh RefgIan, P.200.
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t

-'bid. P.202.

practising what he believes he becomes one with Hukam,
his union with God remains a remote goal.
So in Japji the need of submission to law and its
consequential benefits have been clearly expressed in four
consecutive stanzas each beginning with words 'one who
submits' or 'by submitting' (Stanzas 12 to 15). By daily
recitation of Japji, a Sikh, by and by, comes to grasp the
meaning of these lines and, then, jt becomes easy for him to
practise what he has realised.
In the very first line pertaining to 'submission' the Guru
has vouchsafed the highest merit that accrues to the man
who submits to the Divine Law or Hukam.*
Immediately after dealing with the subject of 'submission'
in the four stanzas, the Guru in the next Stanza (i.e. 16th)
mentions the word 'Panch' Le. the 'Perfect beings', the
'chosen ones'. Evidently the Guru implies those who have
known Truth in full, by submitting fully to the Hukam.

4. Ethical virtues
Religion is no empty profession or a theoretical faith in
some imagined Being called God. It is no idle observance of
some futile ritual.
Religion is something far beyond mere ritual or
theoretical discussion. It has a real and practical basis , a
stable foundation on which the great spiritual edifice is
raised. In other words, a religion, worth the name, should
have at its very root, some ethical strata which should
appeal to and satisfy all men, who are not mere individuals
*The state of one who submits cannot b& said.
If one attempts to say it, he has to repent later on.

Japji,12
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but are also social beings. Men cherish nothing better than
some ethical norm which should bind them all in one sing.1e
social fabric, in which both their rights are safeguarded and
rMias defined.
Ethics ultimately means control of the self or the mind.
Guru Ninak has made it crystal clear in the 28th stanza of
Japji.*
But how to control the mind? This question baffles all
men and all religions. Guru Ninak has made it clear in Japp
and his other poems. that by verbal profession of faith or by
mere recitation of the holy texte, the mind is not affected or
reformed. By empty rituals and mechanical practices and
even penances, the mind cannot be stilled or tamed. Then
what should be done ?
The truth about the mind is that it is too deep and subtle
for any external means or practices to probe it. The only
method for Its control, as-instructed by the Sikh Gurus, is the
recitation of the Name. inasmuch as the Name, in its spiritl.l8l
basis and quality, meets the mind at its own level. The Gurus
have expressed this thought in Guru Granth sahib at many
places, implying therein that only the mind will control (or kill)
the mind. T~. man who does not go deep enough to the
bottom of his self which we call his psyche or inner mind. he
cannot know or master his self. t
But there are also external aids that can help. These
aids are what we call ethical or moral principles. Whereas
verbal recitations and empty "tusls miserably fail in making
the mind of a man chaste or pure, the ethical merit of a Sikh
wiQ certainly go a long way to his spiritual progress.
*Man ;ire jag lit : By conquering the mind, you can conquer the world.

to

Ninak. say it that without realising the self (a man's) superstition
and ignorance can never be 1'8fl'lOVed.

-Guru Teg Bahidur.
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Guru Nanak says in Japp (stanza 21) that without
acquiring moral virtues. no one can become a devotee of
God. In his words:
All virtues are thine. my Lord. while I have none.
Without acquiring virtues. I cannot serve Thee.

Guru Nanak has discussed the ethical subject" .so
essential for the Sikhism taught by him, in the 16th. 28th and
the 38th stanza of Japji. If we study these together and as a
whole, we can make a list of the main human virtues, which
are found only in the perfect human l'eings viz. charity
(daya) , forbearance
(santokh). patience (dhiraj).
continence (jat). honour (sarm-pat), faith (partit). fear
(bhau), penance (tap-tau). love (bhau), tolerance (saga/
Jamati). absorption (dhyan). discrimination (ved) and
understanding (mat).
It is a common flaw in all religions that with the passage
of time, the followers of a preceptor or prophet forget or
half-forget his spiritual message and gradually tend to
adhere to the external rituals and professions which are
easy to understand and follow. Men always choose the easy
path or the short-cut, and thus lose sight of the subtle truth or
reality which all religions wish to emphasise and inculcate.
It is. therefore, a truism that few people understand
religion and follow it in the real sense. Very few among the
so-called religious persons have the urge to recite or realise
the Holy Name or translate the spiritual experience into
actual moral habits. They never know how to follow religion
as they should.
* ct.

Asi eli Vir. Guru Ninak has described. in his usual axlOlll8tic vein :
Sweetness and humility are the essence of aU ethical good.
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Given a religious man, the first thing we should know or
mark in him should be his ethos or his moral character. it is
the social behaviour that determines what a man is. We do
not need to know what a man professes in private or in
public ritual: we want to know what he is, in actual social
conduct. Guru Nanak has said that a man is called by the
name according to what he does.* He further says that
whatever a man is, (that is, what he is from inside) will be
out: his mere speech is like air.t

•Asa di Vir. 12.
t Ibid. , Salok Guru Angad Dev, preceding stanza 22.
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The Unknowable
The great Persian mystic poet Jalilud-din Rumi says in
one of his exquisite Gazals~ that '00 one saw the beauty of
God except God Himself'~ The same mystical idea was
expressed by Guru Ninak in his own intimitable way in Japji
(stanza 24) :

Great is the Lord and lofty His .bOde.
Still more lofty is His Holy Name.
If one rises so high as that,

He may (perhaps) know such a lofty one.

The truth about God, unknowable as it is, is known only
to the mystics who in a state of. ecstasy or intuitional
experience get a fQrtuitous glimpse of the ineffable Divinity
and then they express metaphorically or symbolically in
human terms, what they have experienced at the highest
spiritual level.
Guru Ninak was a mystic, par excellence. All else
about him becomes extraneous if we ignore this factthat he
lived and taught all his life as an extraordinary human being.
Though outwardly he may have appeared an ordinary man
of the world, he was inwardly so beyond and remote from the
common earthliness and grossness of physical wortd that
many will regard him as a super human person.
*The collection of his Gazals is known to literary world as Dew8n-i-Shams
Tabtez. He had dedicated his mystical lyrics caII8d Gazals to the memory of

his famous Murshid or Guru, Shams Tabrez.
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Writing on Guru Nanak's original mystical concept of
the monotheistic nature of God (more akin to the Islamic
view of God than to the monistic conception advanced by
Shankar), Dr. Mcleod has aptly remarked: "The basis of
Guru Nanak's thought is best understood if approached as
the thought of one who was essentially a mystic."*
The very first words Of Japji, known as "Mool Mantra",
are deeply expressive of the absolute nature and reality of
God-a statement at once direct, brief and epigrammatic.
But these few words encompass the whole area and scope
of our knowledge about the Divine Being.
In Guru Granth sahib. Guru Nanak and the other Sikh
Gurus, who contributed their poetic compositions to it, made
certain qualitative and expository statements to clarify
this SUbject. In Japji also, the main body of thought revolves
round this very crucial point related to the absoluteness and
.
beyondness Of God.
Probably the best thing we can say about God is that we
cannotsay anything. He is beyond of the beyond, as we find
uttered by the ancient Rishis in the Upanishadic
philosophy. The only true idea we can conceive about God
is that He is ineffable, unknowable, inscrutable. When we say
that He is eternal, everlasting, infinite, peerless, limitless,
absolute etc., we clearly affirm that He is beyond our
comprehension and outside the premises of human
knowledge. He cannot be confined or reduced to any
spacial, temporal or ephemeral limits whatsoever. This is the
mystical position adopted by Guru Nanak when face to face
with his Divine subject, as propounded by him in Japji. To
quote Dr. Mcleod again:
*op.cit., P. 165.
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''The ultimate essence of God is beyond all human
categories, far transcending all powers of human expression.
Only in experience can He be truly known. Man must indeed
seek to give human expression to this mystical experience
and Guru Nanak's works are directed to this very end, but
the human expression can communicate no more than a
glimpse of the ultimate reality...•

The infinity and beyondness of God is such a basic
reality that inspite of the fact that Guru Nanak regards Him
as One, True, Pervading or Immanent, Creator, Deathless,
Unborn, Self-created. Fearless and Without Enmity. his
conceptual position of God's infinity remains unchanged.
The transcendental truth about God remains ever the same,
however human attributes or postulates we may apply to it.
Guru Nanak has especially emphasised this Nirgun
aspect of Godheadt calling him Nirankar i.e., the Formless
One in Japp, which is possibly the nearest human approach
to express the ineffable reality of God.
If we regard the Nirankar or Nirgun Deity (The Formless
Being) as the real one, the question arises what about the
other, Sargun or Incarnate Godhead, comprising the visible
universe? How to resolve this twofold conception of the
Divine Being? It is, in fact, a question about the two types of
monotheism preached respectively by Shankar and
"Ibid.
tin Japjl (Stanzas 16 to 19) we find a clear affirmation of the idea of
God's absoluteness, uttered in the form of an invocation repeated in the end of each of these stanzas, in the following words:
How can I say how great His power is ?
I cannot even once sacrifice myself to Him.
Whatever pleases thou. 0 Lord, is best for me.
Thou art the etemally-abiding Formless one.
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Ramanuj, the former having been called 'Pure Advaitvad'
and the latter 'Qualified Advaitvad'.
There may be two aspects of Godhead, as mentioned
above, but the oneness of God is certainly above all
question. Guru Nanak has repeatedly asserted that there is
one God and only one God. He may assume new shapes or
forms or change His position temporarily from the formless
to the corporal one. But He always remains the same
Changeless Being.
When the formless GOd assumes the state of Creator (in
Hindu belief, for creative purpose He becomes ;shwar from
the position of Brahm), It does not mean that He ceases to
be the original Niranlcir. It is only an "assumed mutation", a
sort of transtormation assumed temporarily. But one thing is
certain that God remains an all-inclusive all-permeating
entity* whatever new shapes or emanations He may
assume. The inner truth of the whole matter of God's primal
unchangeability and temporary changeability is that
whatever change or mutation Divinity may assume, nothing
ever exists beside Him or without Him. t The One becomes
many and however vast the progression or plurality ther9
may be, the One always remain the Primal One, Just ils by
adding infinite zeroes to the figure one, the. oneness of figure
'one' remains ever indivisible and undiminished.
*GurU Arjan. the fifth 8UCC888Of' of Guru NiI\Qk, says :
He is the NiIgun 8nd He ~ aI80 the 8ergun (Lord).
He is the One ~ bewitched ell Cf8IIIIoII8 by uauming
8Iti8tic 8h8pea.
(SuIchn'I8r( 8, 18)
tIn Guru Granth Sihib ~A find this Idea beeutilully expr8888d in the
foIIowii'Ig words :.
_
Thou S1~ One bec8m8 the rnMllfiII one.
Thou, art • tree whoee br8nCh hu eprouIed forIh.
(GurU AtjM Dev)
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God may have myriad shapes, colours, forms,
names, expressions, qualities, aspects, varieties, even
contradiotions, but what strikes and affects a human being
above all these mutabilities, is the existence of an absolutely
One Reality.
In Japji (Stanza 21) we find a unique revelation:
AH glory and victory to Him who is mattei',
language and creativity, all Himself.
He is True. Beautiful and ever Blissful.

God is neither this nor that, but He is everytnang
and yet nothing. He is ever beyond and yet ever immediate.
All this baffles and puzzles ordinary men. He is one-coloured
and also multi-coloured.·
A strange thing is that though He is everywhere and
nothing whatsoever exists without Him, yet He is infinitely
far-removed and hidden from sight. We perceive Him, seem
to see Him but see Him not. He is supremely invisible to the
physical eye, as Guru Ninak remarks in Stanza 30 of Japji:
Whatever pleases Him, He orders and gels done according to
!His command.
He sees them (th8 mortals) but they cannot see Him-hOw
surprising is this?

As the thesis of Japji proceeds and develops into a
full-fledged theological argument. Guru Nina!< again and
again reverts to this basic theme of the absoluteness and
unlimitedness of God, sometimes expressing its ineffability
"Guru Rim Diss, fourth successor of GurU NinIIk, says :
He is Himself in each colour and
again He is In all the coloul'8.
Whatever pleases thee, 0 Lord, says NinU,
is the right thing for me.
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or inexpressibility in human language (as in Stanza 26 and
37),* sometimes describing in detail His beyondness and
limitlessness (as in Stanza 24, beginning with the words:
'There is no end to His praise..:-) and His unvaluableness
(Stanza 26), sometimes expatiating on His bounteousness
which includes all positive
and negative dispositionet
(Stanza 25) and sometimes enumerating all those cosmic
and supernatural creations who do nothing but sings His
praises (Stanza 27).
All this comprehensive subject of the infinitude of God

haS been brol9rt out. as a whole. in aliout eighteen stanzas
of Japjt(trom 16th to the 33rd) in which Guru Ninatk is at his
highest and most originaHevel.
All the infiniteness of God is, in fact, His Law or Hukam.
To know His '1ih'flIeSSn8iS8 '18 to know His HtJlcam. And to
knoW His HukBmftHosdbtnil to fifm. To'submlt to Him is to
praise Him. 8oa1ttheeethoughts in'Japp have to be studied
togeltter and &S'h argument'
In the23rd SIanm. thtt'hlgtTest place Is given to a man
(or, in fact, any animate ,Qeing) however small or
*The lines in Stanza 26 :

,

1f,0!le~~ of Omit or propri8Iy,
~,«~JIedul*ed .. the most foolilh
and ~lIrKOng Men.
l-

In SIInza~7, we find :

'God .... and enjoya the bIiIIa by ponder'li'lg over ... power.

t

Nanak, to say ~ l!a like ~}1In iron.
:The lines in I'8fer8lIC8 are :
Many are eI8m8lIy punWIed by (the peina of)
sorrow and h&qIr.
o Lord, the Giver, it is aI80 Thine gift and bounty.
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insignificant, who keeps the Lord ever in his heart·. The
greatest king in the world is the meanest creature, as
comoared to the man who never forgets his Creator.
But the question is, how can a man remember God at all
times? Is it the fruit of his own effort? Guru Ninak answers,
No. A man's va~ity is utterly disliked and rejected, by the
all-powerful Lordl!! The whole of 7th Stanza most effectively
brings out this point. Again. Guru Nanak has emphasised
this most essential thought-that of the complete rejection of
a man's vanity in the spiritual path-in Stanzas 32 and 33.
Guru Nanak has made the spiritual path straight and
almost infallible. A man's job is to deny his self and to reflect
the Divine element in his higher consciousness. That is aiL
ane who reflects God like a mirror or abnegates his self
completely, is the true votary of God.
Guru Nanak poses a question in Stan~a 32-how. to
become 'unitive' (the PanjabTword coined and used by him is
ikis) in face of distraction and plurality? The answer he gives
is most enlightening. He says two efforts are needed. First,
infinite and endless repetition of the praise of God. Second.
the genuine heart is needed for this effort. not spurious. The
genuine heart is that which has, by submission to LaW;
dispelled falsehood and acquired truth. In other words by the
grace of the Lord one shall succeed in the spiritual path, so
that none should think that by sporadic and false means a
"The line:'

They are noIhinO oompered to an ant.
if it never forgeI8 thee, 0 Lord!
tIn Asa eli Var, Guru Nanak says:
If He gets angry, the kings get beheaded.
If they beg alms, they are refused.
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person can go near the Lord of the Lords. * How can a beggar
boast of reaching the royal sanctuary unless the king
condescehds to accept' him ?
, Ultimatel)(,sp.eaking, ,the whole ~uestion comes to this:
Whosoever reaUses the gra.atness'of God. becomes truthful,
as th,e' Guru,~i!pself says Japgr. But how can.a man with
limited, human" understandiflij, and exper:ience realise the
limitless and subtfe' greatneSs of God ? Surely it is beyond
hu~ scoPe or ~tlort,. as cftscusSeQ earlier in this chapter.
God IS f)ot only too ,.great. and tQO beyond to come under
human purview, but He is' also'absolutely disdainful and
iDdepeQdent in His primal, pristinereality.t
'It is, lheref6re,. the1lleJ'dfu1, and'charitable Guru who
comes to the rescued the helpless humanity. The Guru who
has himselt f88lised and seen the'supreme Lord of the
universe, face to face, gives to men the spiritual insight, by
which they are enabled to see the Invisible One. The man who
tak~s shelter in'the'holY sanctuary of the Guru, is a changed
man. He becomes, in Sikh terminOlogy, a 'Gurmukh', from the
state of a 'Manmukh'. Guru Nanak has made this clear in the
5th and 6th Stanzas of Japj~. The difference in these two
sta~es is a vital difference. The one is Guru-faced, the other
self-faced. '

m

"Tile last line of Stanza 27 has it :
"
ThatLordof the Lords is the Master.
Ninak, let us obey His Hukam.
-I,

"

-If one realises (the greatness of God), he becomes truthful. (Japji, 16.)
tin Japji, Stanza 3 :
The Lord of the Law (Hukam) directs the whole Path
with the help of His Hukam.
Nanak says, He the Disdainful one is ever
in the state of bliss,
tThe Guru says:
If one listens to the instruction of the Guru, the reason
becomes adorned with gems and rubies and diamonds.
(Japjl,6)
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God-men
God-men are the Perfect Ones, hailed in Japji by the
epithet Bhagats. In ordinary language, we may call them man
of God*-those who are one with God or those who are
perfectly in tune with God.
The idea of 'perfection' has a great spiritual significance
in Sikhism. It is commonly believed that there are, only two (in
fact, they are one, being always united on the transcendental
plane) Perfect Beings in the area of human cognition. They
are God and the Ouru. Since they are, mystically'speaking,
one, not two, hence the term coined to express or denote this
unity, is God-man. Spiritual perfection or, what we may call,
supreme consummation of the human ideal, is the real goal
before all men born on this earth. This is what Sikhism
teaches as one of its foremost tenets or principles. The Guru,
the great human saviour, the supremely benign and generous
*In Gurii Granth 5ahibexact words used to express the idea of a Perfect Man,
ar. 'khudai banda' (p. 1204) which means Man of GQd. This lingual
construction has a SiJfi connotation, when we recall the term used by Ibnul
Arabi as Mard~;-Kamil. The poet Iqbal also used the same words while
assessing the greatness of Guru Nanak in his famous verse:
Phir uthi akhir Ssda tauhid ki Panjiib se.
Hindko it< Mard-i-Kamil ne jagAyii khibse.
Which means:
At last the voice of Oneness of God
arose from the Panjab.
A perfect man aWOke India.
from the slumbers of degradation.
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preceptor and guide, truly represents, in his effulgent
spiritual majesty, the spiritual perfection mentioned above.
Without his help and graceful intercession, no spiritual
progress can be made. All votaries have to pass through the
door or portal of the spiritual sanctuary· called the Guru.
The last word in the,M8P/,;#Aantra or prologue, in the
beginning of Japji, is 'Gur-Prasad' which means 'with the
grace of the GurO'. The implied ,mearnng in the context in
which this word .occljrs, isthat,;thj~' Supre!'1e Being whose
nature and reality has b8e.n $bIt~.~Jler, can only be
attained 'with the grace of the Guru'. There is no other way
possible for this.
.
To follow the Guru on the lines of his experience is what
is most imper:atlvely need~. AU ·'earning comes by imitation.
It is the gream~t human ptlnbiple for sub-ees$ in life. Unless
one has a model ~xjrnple bef~e him for whatever aim that is
to be a6hfeved, there ~~.be no onward progress. A thousand
.preachers cannQt match the· effectiveness of a single
exeinPiary ~'rSori. Example is better than a precept, has been
ritJhtly Said.
.
Th~ i$ the answer to the question as to why Guru alone
can makejt A,.~can liQht another lamp. So a perfect
being alone can make others perfect. Only one who knows
the path can lead others on the palh. Spiritual enlightenment
certainly·lnvol¥es a personal oontact at the closest and the
hig~$tJ~vel. This'taCHs at the, roo,taf}he paramount concept
of 'sanga1' or 'hofy company' In Sikhism,
After this initial reference t~ the Guru or the God-man in
the Mool Mantra. we paaa
to the 5th and 6th Stanzas of
Japji to discover the statement, in the clearest terms, of the

,on

*The word 'Gurdwiri' used for a Sikh temple is a clear indication of this
unavoidable dependence of a Sikh ~ ttI8 ~ guidance of tho Guru.
'GurdwArI' is aheaven or a 8hela.fQr"ifiIIraded souIa. who come to seek
enlightenment from the Guru.
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fact of total dependence on the GurG. expressed in the form of
a prayer or invocation. The GurG has reiterated this invaluable
invocation in the end of both the Stanzas. in the following
words:

o Guru ! give me one understanding :
There is but one giver of all beings,
whom I should never forget.

Goethe says: "All knowledge is recollection." Because it
comes from inside. It is already in the memory. in the subconscious. Similarly all understanding comes from the Guru
who is the compendium of all true understanding. What
people know and understand in the objective sense is just
ignorance compared to what the Guru gives us to understand.
Therefore, it behoves us to seek insight from the Guru.
The second point emphasised in the aforesaid prayer is
the subject of understanding. It is to firmly grasp the fact that
there is no giver of bounties and charities but one God. who
has no second or rival. This fact is all-important in the sense
that men are too prone to regard fallaciously and ignorantly
wrong persons and sources as the givers and donors who are
mere agents in the hands of the Supreme Giver.
The Third point in this evocative prayer is to realise that
after knowing the one Lord as the source of all things we get in
life. we should hold fast to Him and should never efface Him
from our mind.
If we devotedly and repeatedly utter this prayer. keeping
our mind fixed on the threefold idea :
(1) to ask the Guru to give us insight,
(2) that there is only one giver of all beings. and
(3) that we should never forget him,
our spiritual enlightenment is sure to take place. All glory and
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praise be to the. Guru ~ho can make this possible and feasible
for the darkness-ridden humanity.
The Guru's instruction has a miraculous effect. It
reshapes the whole mental paraphernalia, of
feeling, thinking, willing, etc. The mind is, so to say, regeared,
rejuvenated. The dead becomes alive. The rotten and
decayed becomes refreshed and renewed. The dry becomes
verdant. The drab intellect gets enriched and adorned by the
precious gems of divine thought and wisdom. So says the
great Guru in Stan2~ ($ Of Japji :
reorient~tes and

Ifone listens to the instRJction ofthe Guru, the reason becomes
adorned witt! gems and rubies and diamonds.

When the shackles and bonds of the lower, carnar self
are removed with the help of Guru's instruction, the soul thus
released from misery and distraction, at once shines forth in
the eternal bliss of freedom and peace. This is the true
Spiritual state of the 'GurO or the Shagat i.e. the God-man. In
japji, this epithet (Shagat) has been used in the plural,
denoting the many God-men, accepted and ordained by the
Deity. Who will say there is only one prophet or Guru or
Shagat? In God's boundless abundance and plenty, many
are his ·chosen-ones'. The plural use of such perlect beings
in Japji is very significant and revealing. The four serialised
Stanzas beginning with the words, "Sy hearing" (Nos. 8-11 )
are, in fact, rhapsody of the Shagats, the God-men. The two
ending lines in these Stanzas which come as a refrain or
burden, have the following meaning :

a

Ninak, the Bhagats are ever in bliss.

By hearing (the name of God)
sorrow and sin are baniahed.

Guru Ninak has exalted such perfect or chosen ones
above all eategor:les Of men, becauae they are, in the first
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place, accepted by the grace of the Supreme Lord (called in
Japji 'Parvan') and secondly, they are, in the capacity of
having conquered their selves and everything around them,
the leaders of men ('Pardhan') * They are not only exalted
and esteemed in this materi~1 world but also get rich ovation in
the next world.
The GurG has coined and used a very original name for
such chosen ones, Le. the 'Panch" (in plural) which means
those who have conquered the five senses. of the mind. They
are the ones who listened to the word of the Guru and then
acted upon the advice contained therein. They have been
praised in Stanza 16, in the following words:
The Panchas (Le, Bhagtas) are the accepted ones and they are
the leaders of men.
The Panchas receive honour in the court (of the Supreme
Being).
The Panchas are ones who adore the portals of the kings..
The Panchas are ones who keep their minds fixed only on the

Guru.
These four lines clearly emphasise the moral and social
purpose that underlies all real spiritual progress. Those who
are spiritually advanced, are also morally high and socially
acceptable and exemplary. The GurG wants men to rise high
not only in the eyes of their Creator but also in the eyes of their
fellow beings. For this a great practical effort, right in this
work-a-day world, is needed, of course with the help and
grace of the Guru. Those who, in their fallacious thinking,
regard this life as a pawn to the life after death, are, according
to Sikhism, deceived ones and stand to loSe this world as well
as the next. The Guru totally rejects such a one-sided human
development. Such people, as opposed to the 'Panchas', are
the self-faced ones (Manmukh).
"These two words have been used by the
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Guru in Stanza 16.

In Stanza 27, the GUfij agakl refers to the Bhagats after
enumerating many great creatiOns and manifestations of
God, which do nothing except praising their Creator. The
Guru sums up his thought by saying that only those really sing
Him who are meed by Him. And such a category belongs only
~o the chosen Bhagats.* In his own revealing words :
Only those (can) sing your praises, who stand accepted in
Thine favour and such ori8s are Thine love-intoxicated
Bhage1s who are ever lIbIorbed in Thee.

The five mystical Region~, coming in the end of Japji,
also contain three references to the Panchas or the Bhagats.
The divine aura surrounding these 'chosen ones' is probably
the truest image that could be devised for them. They are ever
exalted, ever accepted, ever praised in the subtle nearness
and presence dt the Divine Being.
The first reference occurs in Stanza 34 where the GurO
has drawn a mystical picture of the first Region, called
'Oharam Khand' (the Region of the Law). While fixing the
ethical basis and the uftimate judgement of human deeds, the
GurO praises the 'chosen ones' who are above all
assessment in the Divine Court. He says :
The various actions (of men) will be considered, if! the end.
The True Lord holds His court.
There the acc:epled Panchas will have places of honour.
By the grace (otttle Lord) and His favour, the sign (of honour) is
branded (on theforehead).t
"It is indeed, very difficult to explain at length the reason why Shagsts have
been placed on the highe8t spiritual plene-in fact, nearest to the Divine
Being. Suffice it here to say that they have done the greatest service to God
by sacrificing their selves to the will of the Lord and have thus won His favour
and grace.
-tin this particular meaning of the text, I have followed the commentary given
by S. Sihib Singh in his Japji'same PanjlbT.
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The second mention denotes the unique spiritual honour
vouchsafed to the holy Bhagats. In the 37th Stanza, which
deals with the fourth Region (called 'Karam Khand'), the Guru
excludes everyone and everything from the Divine sanctuary
except those who praise Him, with heart and soul (i. e. the
Bhagats) and those who die for Him (the martyrs). The Guru
speaks of the ever-praising Bhagats as under:
These (the Bhagats) remain ever absorbed in the praise (of the
Lord).
Their (sublime) beauty cannot be described.

The same Stanza (i. e. 37) also contains in the last two
lines, dealing with the fourth Region and which comes so
close to the fifth Region (where God ALONE IS), the clear-cut
mention of the various categories of Bhagats who are ever in
Praise and ever in bliss ;
There the Bhagats from various worlds have their abode.
The True Lord ever-ingrained in their minds, they are ever in
bliss.

The last two lines of Japji, which are in the nature of a
summing-up, coming in the end of the Epilogue·, also
eulogize the Bhagats or the God-men, who lend their spiritual
blessina to millions of distracted souls. So says the Guru :
Those who (always) remembered the Name
went (to the Spiritual World)
with their labours fructified.

Nlnak, their faces are hallowed
and myriads will be freed
by their intercession.

--------

"This Shalok in the end of Japji, coming after the 38th Stanza, is said to have
been composed by the seconctGuru and added to Japji as an Epilogue. But
~ view has not been generally accepted. Hence it may be taken as original
in Japji.
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The·Five ·Regions
Japji tends to become predominantly mystical as its
religious argument, posed in the beginning, moves on to its
logical conclusion.
The five Regionst depicted towards the end of this holy
text (in the Stan~s 34 to 37) are not only unique in the field of
mystical experience and revelation but also represent in the
sublimest terms,_· the spiritual knowledge and contemplat\on of a Master spirit.
The knowledge born out of a direct experience of union
with the Divine Being, is a recondite knowledge, profound and
ineffable, while the common human knOwiedge.,~ased on
physical perception and objective experience, fades into
nothingness when compared to the higher mystical gnosis.
One cannot know these Regions or say anything about
them in tangible human language, unless otie gets actual
mysitcal experience of these spiritual domains or regions.
Such cognition can only be acquired by a requisite
experience of the same nature and quality. In Persian they
say, 'only a mystic can recognize a mystic' (wali ra wali mi

shariaSad) It
It is, therefore, mept and correct to paraphrase in the
simple, lucid language what the great Guru has poetically and
tOr. Mcleod has used the word Realm to denote the idea of the word 'Khand'.

op.Cit. _~. 221-24.
.
*Guri; Ni"'Ik has hlm8elf il'l8dvertenlly expmeed Ihi8 idea, though in a
sIlghtIy different conteIct. He sa,. tl'l8t one can know God if one gets 80 high
as that. (Japji, 24).
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metaphorically expressed on the subject of the five Regions.
The Guru himself is so cryptic in the use of language that one
may easily go astray while conveying his meaning or thought
by way of exposition. The best course, therefore, is to keep
close to the meaning and the language as found in the text
itself.
At the outset, it should be made clear that the idea
advanced by some scholars'" that the mystic Regions in Japji
can be compared to the Sufi states or stages, is a far-fetched
one. Dr. McLeod also doubts the veracity of this view when he
says: "There is, however, no evidence to establish this
conjecture, and the parallel is not really a close one."t
Similarly, the description of these Regions, however
connected and coherent their order and sequence may be
(which Dr. McLaod calls spiritual'ascent')~cannotbe likened
to the purely imaginative and fanciful delineation of similar
transcendental spheres (such as Heaven, Hell, Aden,
Purgatory etc.) that are found in the poetic compositions of
some great epic poets, such as Dante's Divine Comedy,
Milton's Paradise Lost, Goethe's Faust. Iqbal's; Javaidnam~
and Bhii Vir Singh'stt Rana Surat Singh.
Whereas the poets mentioned above had free @course
to their rich imaginative flights in order to fill up the gaps
created by lack of actual mystical experience of the unknown
spiritual regions, GurG Nanak, in the fullness of his esoteric
knowledge, described (rather signified and suggested) in
brief language, what he actually saw and realized in his Godsaturated soul.
·e.g. Dr. Taran Singh: Guru Ninak Chinfan ate Kd (Punjibi)
top.cit. p.221.
··'bid.
*The famed poet of the East. who wrote in Persian and Urdu.
i*The well-known Panjabi poet.
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Before a discussion of the five Regions is attempted, it
seems proper to estabtish a sequential order underlying these
inter-linked and kindred mystical 'states'. It is certain that
though they have been separately mentioned and dealt with,
they are not independent of each other. Their conception or
existence does not seem to be horizontal or parallel to each
other, but a vertical one. There is evidently an ascending
order in which these Regions have been placed. The
evolutionary aspect of the fivefold. mysticalcosmos cannot be
ignored. The human soul in its \Jpward flight has to pass
through one state after another as it becomes more and more
subtle and astral.
The mystical theory of 'Emanation' associated with
Plotinus· may offer an indica.iQl\ of how these spheres
assume instantaneol.!s shapes' and hues or emerge from
one another'without any extraneous cause or agent and
then remerge into one another, as if the making or unmaking
of any of the existences there is a matter of no sequence or
source. There are probably some unknown supramundane
eJ~ments and factQrs that control the celestial atmosphere.
Hence the Regions.depicted in Japji are not omy mystically
related to each other but also have at their basis some
spiritual evolution which determines their order· and
sequence.
If may also be pointed out that the first three Regions out
of five are predomjnantly. within the human purview, though
theIr spiritual colouring and motif cannot be ignored. In the
spiritual development, it is true, the most potent factor is the
'grace' that comes from beyond but at the same time the
human effort, in the form of urgent desire and sincere

·Reference here is to the neo·Platonian philosophy which deals with the
nature of the celestial cosmos.
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execution of what one professes and aims at, also counts a
lot.
The first three Regions, therefore, represent to the
human beings the truth of the human destiny which they can
build or ensure under the guidance of the Guru. The last two
Regions, being purely of spiritual character, are beyond
human knowledge and understanding. They are known only
to those who have passed through the earlier stages and
have thus attained complete union with the Deity. It is,
therefore, hard as iron (as the Guru says·) to say anything
about them.
After this preliminary discussion, we may now deal with
the Regions in their respective order.
The first is the Region of Law (Dharam Khand). The
word 'Dharam' implies human duty. What is expected of a
man born on this earth ? Should he waste his life in evil and
futile actions or should he reatise his basic spiritual nature
and thus act fruitfully ? This is the real point at stake.
The life on the physical plane has its own conditions.
The earth, made up of physical elements (water. fire, air etc.)
and conditioned by solar and lunar effects (nights, days,
seasons etc.) and the lower regions, is the hard arena for
human actions (good or bad, useful or futile) and it.is also a
temple in the sense that it is created by the Divine Master to
provide a place where men by dedicated actions can seek
and find Him on the spiritual level.' The earth is thus
"In the last lines of Stanza 37. coming after the depiction of the last Region.
we find this idea :
He the Supreme Lord sees and pleases Himself
by contemplation.
Nanak. to say anything is like (swallowing) hard iron.
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composed of physical elements as well as ethical and
spiritual principles. The former is the immediate and the
latter ultimate, the one realistic and the other prospective,
aiR) of human life. The !'arth is also peopled with many
creations and there are many ways of life. This implies
human freedom of choice.
This Region is indicative of the Hindu concept of action
(Karma) and Retribution.· Every action has a reaction, every
cause, an effect. Nothing goes unrewarded or unpunished.
But the inexhorable law (Dharam) works slowly and surely.
One has to wait for the proper time when the actions will be
weighed and yalued, in the court of the True Lord. Then the
judgement will come and also retribution. The GurO says that
the goodness or badness, the rawness or maturity· will be
determined after men cease their life on 'earth. They can
know of this judgement only after death.
Men can, of course, choose their course of action while
they are bound up in the physical limits. But they must
choose the right course-they must keep in mind the effect
of their actions. They must know and shun actions leading to
bad consequences. But it does not totally lie with them to
choose correctly. They are by nature and by the effect of
previous births bound to act fallaciously. Hence it is that the
idea of the divine grace comes in.

*i.e. the theory·Of Transmigration of Souls, the cycle of birth and death
caused by actions in life on this earth.
*The lines in Stanza 34. on this subject, are as under :

The rawness and maturity will be determined
in the next world.
Ninak, men will knOW of it,
when they go beyond human existence.
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The Guru says that the sign of perfection or rightness
comes by the grace of the Lord.· No one can win it by
himself. In the Court of the Divine Dispenser of Justice (or
Law) the Perfect Beings (the Panchas) will be honoured and
praised. They serve as an example of the right actions
performed on earth, with the grace of the Guru.

So it is obvious that the. first Region represents the need
for right actions in the human life-actions performed with
selfless aim and with spiritual direction.
The second Region is the Region of Knowledge (Gyan
Khand). There is infinite bliss and the celestial music to
please the soul, in this spiritual state. But it is not knowledge
in the ordinary sense. It is knowledge at the highest, cosmic
level.t
It is very befitting that the sphere of knOWledge follows
the sphere of action, because all knowledge comes from
doing, from action, from actual experience. Knowledge also
comes from the reaction, the effect and the retribution
caused by human action, in the form of re-thinking and
contemplation.
Knowledge means the widening of the mental horizon
and the sharpening of the intellect. By experience one learns
wisdom and understands the true nature of things. When a
"The following lines in Stanza 34 :
The accepted Panchas adore
the Court of the True Lord.
The sign (of acceptance and honour) comes
by His grace and favour.
tin Stanza 35 we find the lines:
In the Region of Knowledge the knowledge is acute.
1 here is eternal bliss and myriad pleasures
coupled with the celestial music.
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man becomes aware and conscious of his surroundings, far
and near, his action, by and by, recedes into the backgrow1d.
The reason for this paradoxical truth is that men act because
they want to know and when they come to know, they need
not act.
By peforming right type of actions (which means, in the
true direction of the cognitive. facutties), the vast cosmic
knowledge comes with leaps and bounds. The whole stanza
(No.35) dealing with the Region of Knowledge is replete with
this vast, unfathomable, uncontained knowledge. It is
boundless, limitless, infinite.
The infiniteness of knowledge in this Region is so
colossal and baffling that after enumerating the abundant
and unbounded varieties of creations (such as many suns,
many moons, many spheres, many spiritual beings, many
waters, many airs, many fires etc.), the Guru in the end says·
that there is no end to this recounting and narration.
The third Region is that of Honour (5aram Khand).
Some scholars have translated the word '8aram' as labour
or effort, which is not correct. The effort was left behind in the
first Region, before knowledge came. Now what is needed is
moral character, at the spiritual level. There is no doubt
about it that high ethics has at its root a rich sense of honour
(the literal meaning of the word 'Saram' given by Dr. Mcleod
is 'shame't which is not appropriate in the present context).
Men always act morally when they want to win honour in the
eyes of their family, their society, their beloved ones, their
revered ones, their friends etc.
*The line in Stanza 35 :
Melly ere the cognitions and many cognizanta :
Ninek, there is 8beok.deIy no end to it.

top.cit. p.222.
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Goldsmith has beautifully said that all beauty lies in
morality. tt The good action makes the doer attractive. On
the reverse the evil action makes one ugly or hideous.
The Guru has emphasised this fact in the beginning of
Stanza 36 dealing with the Region of Honour. He goes still
further to affirm that the beauty of a morally-sound man
cannot be described. If one attempts to do so, he ultimately
repents having failed in his vain effort.
This moral excellence results in chastening and reconstructing the mental faculties of human being. The purehearted man, with the perfect moral action, becomes perfect
and harmonious, as a whole. He becomes a man of God, a
Perfect Being, a Bhagat. He acquires, in the words of the
Guru, the wisdom of the celestial beings (Devas) or the
siddhas (Perfect-men).
The fourth Region is that of Divine Grace (Karam
Khancf). The meaning of the word 'Karam'· suggested by
some commentators as 'action' is totally off the point. At this
advanced mystical stage, the question of action or effort
does not arise. To talk of action after the attainment of
knowledge and moral character is simply meaningless. This
Region is definitely indicative of the infinite power of the
Divine Lord whose presence pervades this Region
exclusively.
This is the Region where God alone in His pristine and
refulgent majesty dwells. Who else can be there, in this
ttHis exact words :
Handsome is that handsome does.
"For detailed discussion of the controversial meaning of this word, as that of
'Saram', please refer to Dr. McLeod's GurfJ Hanak and the Sikh Religion pp
222-23. He has translated the word 'Karam' as 'fulfilment'.
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domain of His boundless grace and bounty, except His
'chosen ones' whom He has accepted in His favour? The
'chosen .ones' are the Bhagats, the martyrs, the devoted
ones, who always keep Him in their minds. They have an
everlasting existence in this blissful spiritual state which is
given to very few mortals. They always keep themselves
busy and absorbed in the praise of Lord. Joined with the
Eternal One, they also become eternal and immortal. Their
beauty and grandeur, the Guru says, cannot be described.
There the Bhagsts trom various spheres find sanctuary and
reward of their supreme'dedication to the Will of God.
The fifth and the last is the Region of Truth (Ssch
Khand).. This is. in common religious language, the highest
heaven, where the Formless One (NirankBr) dwells. Though
no place, anywhere in the Universe, is without Him, yet this is
the place about which no being ever knows anything. * It is
beyond of the beyond. The human beings, however exalted
and pertect they may become in the eyes of the graceful
Lord, cannot go beyond the fourth Region.
The imaginative stories in many religions and even in
Sikhism the prevalent account, in the Janam-SikhTs. of Guru
Nanak's having been calletJ to the presence of the Deity and
his drinking a cup of divine milkt from the hand of God
(called Brahm), are just symbolic representations of truth.
GurU Nanak himself says in Japji (Stanza 37) that in the
Region of Truth, there is none 'but the Formless and the
"Guru Nanak in Japji (Stanza 27) fondly and curiously asks :
Where is the door and where is the house in which, 0 Lord,
thou dwellest and taketh care of all the creation ?

tcf. the interesting account found in Janam Sikh; Meharbin,Published by
Sikh History Research Deplt., Khllsi CoIIege,Amritsar in two volumes (Vol.
1, p.88).
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Absolute One who bestows His bounties and grace after
creating various categories of beings and species of objects.
There are myriads of regions and spheres and universes,
which. the Guru says. cannot be described or stated. There
His Will reigns supreme and none exists beside Him. There
are countless forms and divine habitations that exist in His
Region of Truth. Infinitude is the key -note of his most
ineffable Region.
In the end. the Guru says:
He the Supreme Lord sees and pleases
Himself by contemplation.
Nanak, to say anything is like (swallowing)
hard iron.
(Japji 37, last two lines)
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._---------------------

T ......atioD of Japji

•
This rendetillQ in English is by the l 8ut,:,or himself. as an
eIfott on his p81f to make the 88Ct8d Ielct 01 Japji
avaiIIbM to the EngIish-lmowing world. The original text
has also been provided in Roman ch8t8cter.
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Japji
Ik-Onkar*
Nirvair(u)

Sat(ilnim(u}

..Akil MDrat(i)

Karti-Purukh(u)
Nirbhau
AjDn; Saibhang Gurprss8d(i).

God is One and All-pervading.
His Name is True.
He is the Creator and Immanent Being.
He is Fearless.
He is Without Enmity.
He is the Deathless Being.
He is Not Physically Born.
He is self-created.
He is known and realised by the Grace of the Guru.

JAP (U)
Ad(i) Sach(u). Jugid(i) sach(u).
Hai bh; sach(u) Nanak hos; bhi sach(u).

God was True in the beginning, True in the various
Ages.
True He is, says Nanak, and True He will ever be.

·Oiacrtical mark (-) has been used to denOte dOuble or accentuated sound
e.g., Onkir (onIca.r). Ajilni (Ajun/i), MOrat (Muurat).
equivalent to

T,

l

and.respectiveIy.
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In Panjibi

thfJy are

ONE
Sochai soch (i) Il8 hovaT je soch1lalch vir.
Chupai chup Il8 hova1 je JI8 . . /iv-tit.
Bhulchil bhuIch Il8 ~ . . . . . pu1i bhir.
Sshas sIinpi IaIch hohe fa iIc Il8 ch8Iai nal(i).
Kiv sactJIH ltaiIIf~i tulllipil{i)'
HcJaJm(i) rajIf·dt.flni HittaIc . , . niJ(i).

If I clean myself a hundred thousand times (by bathing
etc.), I cannot cteBn myself by such cleanliness.
If I constantt, Iteep abiorbed in silent medilBtion, I
cannot still my mind with the help of mere silence.
If I gather together the provisionS of many worlds. the
inner hunger (i.e. human ~ cannot be appeued.
If I acquire a thousand or a htlildred thousand wisdoms,
not one will avail in the life after death.
How to be truthful and hoW to break the wan of
falsehood?
Ninak says: By following the path of obedience and
resignation (to the Will of the SUpreme Being) as ordained
and determined (in the very fact of ow beings).

TWO
Hukaml hovan(i) ikir hukBm(u) Il8 lcahii jii.
Hulcam1 hovan(i) j1a hulcam(i) milai vadiii.
Hukam1 uttam(u) n1ch(u) hulcam(i) lIIch(i) dulch sukh
paiah (i)~
Ikni hukanI b8khBis Ik(i) hulc8mi 88di bhaviiJh(ij.
Hulcamai andar Bllbh(u) '"' bihet(i) huIcam Il8 koe.
Nill8k hukmai je bujhai fa hautnlJi Icahai Il8 koe.
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By Divine Law, all bodies are formed, (but) His Law
cannot be said.
By Divine Law, all beings are created and by Divine Law
. they are honoured.
By Divine Law, one is high or low; by Divine Law, beings
are destined to get sorrow or happiness.
By Divine Law, some are blessed and favoured, while
others are eternally discarded.
Every-body is under the sway of Divine Law; no one is
out of its domain.
Ninak, if one understands this Divine Law, then he will
not utter (the words of) vanity or selfhood.

THREE
Givei ko tin(u) havai kisai tin(u).
Givei ko dit(i) jinai nisin(u).
Givei ko gun vadiBti chir.
Gavai ko vidii vilcham(u) vichir(u).
Givai ko sij(i) karB tan(u) kheh.
Givei ko jia l8i phir(i) deh.
Givai ko jipai disai dOr(i).
Gavai ko vekhai hSeJari hadar(i).
Kathana kathi na ivai tot(i).
Kath(i) kath(i) kathi kotT kot(i) kot(i).
Dedi de laide thak(i) pahe.
JugA jugantar(i) khihi khihe.
Hukam; hulcam(u) chalie rih(u).
Ninak vigsai veparvih(u).
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Let somebody have .the power to..sinQ. His great power.Let 'somebody discover the sign of His bounty and sing
its praises.
Let somebody sing His virtues and wonderful acts of
g;eatness.
,"
Let .somebody sing His knowledge which is hard to
-.
\
coneeive.
Let somebody sing His power to create anddestory the
bodies.
' ;i
Let somebody sing His taking life and then recreating it.
Let somebodY;' Sin$1' His 'appearing beyond human
reach.
' ' '
"
Let somebody sing His being utmost near and a seeing
presence.
There is no end to his.d~scription and His praise.
Myriads of beings have made countless efforts to
describe Him.
Lord, the Giver, continues giving put the takers get tired.
For ages and ages th~y
on" ~ing, and eating His
bounties.
"
The Lord of the Law(HU/Cam>directs the whole Path with
the help of His Hukam.'
.
, Nanak says, He, the Disdainful One, is ever in the state
of bliss.
.

go

FOUR
Sacha sahib(u) sBch(u) nie,bhikhii Wo ap8r(u).
Akhah(i) mangah(i) deh(i) d8h(i) dif(i) kMe,ditir(u).
l(

The implied meaning is that no one possesses the power to sing or express

the infinite power of God Almighty.
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Pher(i) ki agai rakhiai jit(u) disai darbir(u).
Muho ki bolan(u) bonai jit(u) sun(i) dhare piar(u).
Amrit vela sach(u) nsu vadisi vichar(u).
Karam; avai kapars nadari mokh(u) duir(u).
Nsnak evai janiai sabh(u)
sachiar(u).

ape

The true lord, having true Justice, has a language
made of measureless love.
We seek and ask for His bounties which the Giver
pleases to bestow.
What should we give in return in order to see His
presence?
What words should we utter by hearing which He may
show His love?
In the ambrosial early morning hours (we should)
concentrate or ponder on the true Name and the greatness
(of the Lord).
By His grace one gets the robe of honour (of the divine
praise) and by His favour, the door of salvation is attained.
Nanak says, we know this much that He the Truthful is
all by Himself.

FIVE
ThBpia na jae kits na hoe.
Ape ap(i) niranjan(u) soe.
Jin(i) sevia fin(i) pais manful·
Nanak gaviai gunT nidhan(u).
Gaviai suniai man(i) rakh;ai bhBo.
Dukh(u) Parhar(i) sukh(u) ghar(i) lai jae.
Gurmukh(i) nadang gurmukh(i) vedang gurmukh(i)
rahia samai.
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Gur(u) isar(u) gur(u) gorakh(u) barami gur(u) parabati

mil
Je hau jsni ikhi nihi kahni kathan(u) na jar

k.

Gurs ik deh(i) bujhii.
Sabhani Pi
ilf(u) diti so rnai visar(i) na jar

God can neither be created nor can He be made.
He is all by Himseff-the Absolute One.
Those who remembered Him, were honoured.
Nanak says, let us sing the praises of that Treasure of
Virtues.
Let us sing His praises and hear them, keeping love in
our hearts.
In this way we shall banish all sorrow and acquire all
bliss.
By facing (or meeting) the Guru, we acquire God's
Name and His knowledge and also realise that He is
all-prevading.
Guru is 'Shiva', Guru is 'Gorakh' (Le. Vishnu) and
'Brahma' and the same Guru is the Mother parbati.*
Even if I may know, I cannot describe Him, for He is
beyond all expression.

o Guru, give me one understanding:
There is but one Giver of all beings, whom I should
never forget.
*For a Sikh. the Gwii 18 the hIgheII eplriUI being, . . . ."tllIg alI1he
divine incarn8tiDn8 01 deIIies conceived by the HIndU myeIic8. He is next
only to the One God . . wtlom he 18 IPfrIIuII'f uniIId. The epiIheI 'Gurii'
has 8l8o been wed for the Divine Being HlrneeIf.
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SIX
Tnth(i) nivi je tis(u) bhivi vin(u) bhine lei nie lean.
Jeti sirath(i) upii vekha vin(u) learami ki milai Iai.
Mat(i) vich(i) ratan javihar minilc je He gut ki sikh sun;'
Guti Me deh(i) bujhii. .
S8bhani Pi lei ilc(u) dati so rnai visar(i) na jiJi.
\

I may bathe at a holy place, if it pleases my Lord.
Without pleasing Him, what use is my bathing ?
The whole creation that God has made, let me see if any
of these can meet the Lord without His grace ?
If one listens to the instruction of the Guru, the reason
becomes adorned with gems and rubies and diamonds.
o Guru, give me one understanding :
There is but one Giver of all beings, whom I should
never forget.

SEVEN
Je jug chire araji hor das{ini hoe.
Navi khendS vich(i) janisi nil(i) chalai sabh(u) koe.
Changi nio rakhie leai jaS(u) lcirat(i) jaQ(i) Ie-e.
Je tis(u) nadar(i) na avana vit na pucchai ke.
KU andar(i) kit(u) lear(i) dos1 dos(u) dhare.
NMak nirgun(i) gun(u) leare gunavant;l gun<u) de.
Tehi koe na sujhaiji tis gun(u) Icoe Icare.

If a man's age is equal to the span of the four Yugas;
nay, it may be multiplied tenfold;
And if he is known in all the nine regions of the world
and all men take pride in attending upon him ;
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Further, if he wins good name and fame and the whole
world is full of praise for him;
Yet, no oneWill care a fig for him, if he is not liked by his
Creator. ',1,
The Lord will regard him as a worm among worms and
will dub him as an impostor and a stigmatic person.
Nanak'says, the Lord giveavirtues to the virtueless and
also to those who possess virtues.
There is no man conceiveb'e, who can lend or add any
virtue to the Lord Himself.

EIGHT
Suniai sidh pir sur(i) nath.
Suniai dharat(i) dhava/ akas.
Sunia; dip loa piti/.
Sun;a; poh(;) na sakai ki/(u).
Ninak bhagti sad8 vigis(u).
Sun;a; dDkh pip ki nis(u).
By hearing (the Name of God and His praise). one
becomes a Sidh, a Prr, a Celestial being and a Nlth.*
By heariAg; one knows (the essence) of the earth. the
mythical ox holding the earth on its horns and the heavenly
spheres.
By hearing, one knows (the essence) of the regions of
the earth, the \WIous h88venly bodies and the lower regions.
By hearing, one is saved from the clutches of death.
Nanak, the Bhagats are ever in bliss.
By hearing' the Name of God, sorrow and sin are
banished.
• Sidh, Pir and Nith denote p8f8OnS having spiritual attainmenIa from among
the Yogis and Sufis.
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NINE
Suniai isar(u) barama ind(u).
Suniai mukh(i) salahan mand(u).
Suniai jog jugat(i) tan(i) bhed.
Suniai sasat simrit(i) ved.
Nanak bhagata sada vigas(u).
Suniai dDkh pap ka nas(u).

By hearing (His name) one attains the (spiritual) heights
of Shiva, Brahma and Indra.*
By hearing, even evil persons praise (the Lord) by word
of mouth.
By hearing, one knows the secrets of the human body
and the (spiritual) methods of attaining union with God (Le.
Yoga).
By hearing, one knows (the essence) of Shastras,
Simrities and the Vedas.t
Nanak, the Bhagats are ever in bliss.
By hearing the Name of God. sorrow and sin are
banished.

TEN
Suniai sat(u) santokh gian(u).
Suniai athasath(i) ka isanan(u).
Suniai parh(i) parh(i) pBvsh(i) man(u).
Sunisi lagsi sahsj(i) dhian(u).
Nansk bhagtl1 sada vigis(u).
Sunisi diikh pap kii nas(u).
*These are names of the famous Hindu deities.

t Names of ancient Hindu scriptures.
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By hearing (His Name) one acquires charity,
forbearance and insight.
By 'hearing, one acquires the purity which comes by
bathing at all the sixty-eight holy places.
By hearing, one acquires the hof'Iourwhlch comes by
constant pursuit of knowledge.
By hearing, one becomes lnadwttently absorbed in the
Divine element.
Ninak, the Bhagat8 are ever in bliss.
By hearing the Name of God, sorrow and sin are

banished.

ELEVEN
Suniai sari guni, ke gih.
Suniai seIch pTr pit(l) sih.
Suniai andhe p8vah(i) rih(u).
Suniai hath hoval asgih(u).
Ninak bhagti sadi vigiS(u).
Suniai dfJlch pip lei nis(u).
By hearing (His name) one acquires the depths of
countless virtues.
By hearing, one attains the (exalted) position of a
Shaikh, P;r~ or a monarch.
By hearing, the ignorant ones find the true path (of life).
By hearing, one gets to know the Unknowable (Lord).
Nanak, the Bhagats are ever in bliss.
By hearing the Name of God, sorrow and sin are
banished.

TWELVE
Manne lei gat(l) kBtJI fJ8}ie.
Je ko Icahai plchhal pachh(u) tie.
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Kigad(i) ka/am na lilchanhir(u).
Manne ki bah(i) karan(i) vichir(u).
Aisi nam(u) niranjan(u) hoe.
Je ko mann(i) jinai man(i) koe.

The state of one who submits (to the Lord) cannot be
described.
If somepne attempts to describe it, he will repent of it
later (having failed to do so).
The paper and the pen suffice not if one attempts at
writing out (the state of a resigned person).
Men (therefore) can only sit and ponder over the state of
such a man.
Such is the (power of the) immaculate Name.
If only one knows it in his heart of heart.

THIRTEEN
Mannai surat(i) hovai man(i) buddh(i).
Mannai sagal bhavan lei suddh(i).
Mannai muh(i) choti tJa khie.
Mannai jam kai sSth(i) na jie.
Aid nim(u) niranjan(u) hoe.
Je ko mann(i) jana; man(i) koe.

By submitting, one possesses (true) intelligence and
(acute) reason,
By submitting, one becomes conscious of the whole

cosmos.

By submitting, one overcomes the temptations of the
lower self.
By submitting, one is saved from the clutches of the
minions of death.
Such is the (power of ttte) immaculate Name.
If only one knows it in his heart of heart.
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FOURTEEN
Mannai marag(i) thik na pie.
Manna; pat(i) sio pargat(;) jie.
Manna; mag(u) na cha/ai panth(u).
Mannai dharam set; sanbandh(u).
A;sa nim(u) niranjan(u) hoe.
Je ko mann(i) jina; man(i) koe.
By submitting, one strays not from the (true) path (of
By submitting, one goes out of life with honour and
eminence.
By submitting, one is not lost in the many paths and
ways (of worshipping God).
By submitting, one conjoins with the (true) law.
Such is the (power of the) immaculate Name.
If only one knows It in his heart of heart.
life).

FIFTEEN
Mannai pivah(;) mokh duir(u).
Manna; paravara; sidhir(u).
Mannai tarai tire gUr(u) sikh.
Manna; Ninak bhavah(i) na bh;kh.
Aisi nim niranjan(u) hoe.
Je ko mann(i) jana; man(;) koe.
By SUbmitting, one finds the door of freedom (from the
lower self) or salvation.
By submitting, one brings his kith and kin into the holy
shelter of the all-saving God.
By submitting, the GurO is saved himself and also saves
his disciples.
By submitting, says NAnak, one does not wander in
darkness and hunger.
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Such is the (power of the) immaculate Name.
If only one knows it in heart of heart.

SIXTEEN
Panch parvin panch pardhin(u).
Panche pivsh(i) daragah(i) min(u).
Panche sohah(i) dar(i) rijan(u).
Panchi ki gUr(u) ek(u) dhian(u).
Je ko kahai karai vichar(u).
Karate kai karanai nih; sumar(u).
Ohaul(u) dharam(u) daya ka pDt(u).
8antokh(u) thip(i) rakhia jin(i) sDt(i).
Je ko bujhai hovsi sachiir(u).
Ohava/ai upar(i) keti bhir(u).
Oharati hor(u) parai hor(u) hor(u).
Tis te bhir(u) ta/ai kavan(u) jor(u).
Jia jit(i) rangs ke nav.
8abhana likhis vuri ka/im.
Eh(u) lekha likh(i) janai koe.
Lekhs likhia keta hoe.
Keta tin(u) suilih(u) riip(u).
Ket; dat(i) janai kaun(u) kut(u).
Kiti pasio eko kav8o.
Tis te hoe lakh danio.
Kudarat (i) kavan kahi v;chir(u).

Varia na jivi ek vir.

Jo tudh(u) bhivai sa; bhali kir.

Tu sada salimat(i) nirankir.

The Panchas (i.e. Bhagats) are the accepted ones and
they are leaders of men.
The Panchas receive honour in the Court ( of the
Supreme Being).
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The Panchfls ate ones who adore the portals of the
kings.

The Panchas are ones who keep their minds fixed only
on the Guru.
However one may try to describe it or consider it in his
mind, the doings of the CI..., 8Ie beyond our r~oning.
The (mythical) Ox ~flUthe Law (Dharma) is the son
of Charity; it has been mq,8&eadfaat by having been tied
down with the rope of ~~.
If one understands this, he will be truthful.
How much weight the (poor) Ox can bear ?
There are many earths. bevond thi:l earth.
What force or stake thereis underne8th the (so called)
Ox?
There are beings of many species. colours and names.
All of them tried to deecrit» (His creations) with their
constantly-flowing pens.
If (suppose) one learns how to describe (His creations).
How much will be the whole description or reckoning ?
How much (His) power. how many (His) beautiful
forms?
Who can know the extent of (His) charity and (His)
storage of food ?
(God) created all the worlds by uttering on,e Word.
From this Word flowed out miffions of rivets (of life).
How can I say how great His pow8f is 1
I cannot even once sacrifice myself to Him.
Whatever pleases thou. 0 Lord. Is best for me.
Thou art the eternally-abiding Formles8one.

SEVENTEEN
Asanlch jap asanlch bhio.
Asanlch pUji asanlch tap rio.
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Asankh granth mukh(i) ved pith.
Asankh jog man(i) rahah(i) udBs.
Asankh bhagat gun gian vicMr.
Asankh sati asankh datar.
Asankh sur muh bhakh sar.
Asankh mon(i) liv lae tar.
Kudarat(i) kavan kaha vichar(u).
Varia na java ek var.
Jo tUdh(u) bhavai sa; bhali kir.
Tii sada sa/amat(i) nirankar.

Countless are the recitations and countless lovings.
Countless are the prayers and countless penances.
Countless are the oral readings of Vedas and other
religious books.
Countless are the Yogic practices and countless those
who are melancholy-hearted.
Countless are Bhagats who meditate on virtues and
knowledge.
Countless are givers and countless generous ones.
Countless are the warriors who bear the wounds of war
on their faces.
Countless are the silent ones who keep constantly
absorbed (in thought).
How can I say how great His power is ?
I cannot even once sacrifice myself to Him.
Whatever pleases thou. 0 Lord. is best for me.
Thou art the eternally-abiding Formless one.

EIGHTEEN
Asankh murakh andh ghor.
Asankh chor harim khor.
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Asankh amar kar(i) jjh(i) jor.
Asankh gal vadh hatia kamah(i).
Asankh pip;pip(u) kar(i) jih(i).
Asankh kiiriar kiire phirih(i).
Asankh malechh mal(u) bhalch(i) khih(i).
Asankh nindak sir(i) karah(i) bhir(u).
Ninak(u) nich(u) kahai vichir(u).
Varia na java ek var.
Jo tudh(u) bhivsi sa; bhali kir.
Tii sadi salimat(i) niranlcir.

Countless are the inveterate fools.
Countless thieves and ungrateful Qn8S.
Countless are the despots and aggressors.
Countless sinners who leave behind heinous acts and a
record of sins.
Countless liars wf:K) move about perpetrating lies.
Countless are the evil-minded who take evil foods.
Countless traducers who take upon themselves other's
burdens.
The humble Nanak expresses only his (humble)
thought.
I cannot even once sacrifice myself to Him.
Whatever pleases thou, 0 Loc:d, is best for me.
Thou art the eternally-abiding Formless one.

NINETEEN
Asankh nivasankh thiv.
Agamm agBmm asankh loa.
Asankh kahah(i) sir(i) bhir(u) hoe.
Akharinam(u) alchafl si/ah.
Akharigiin(u) git gun gih.
Alchari lilchan(u) boIan(u) bin(i).
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Akhara sir(i) sanjog(u) vakhan(i).
Jin(i) eh(i) likhe tis(u) sir nah(i).
Jiv phurmae tiv tiv pah(i).
Jeta kits teta nao.
Vin(u) navai nah; ko thao.
Kud~rat(i) kavan kaM vicMr(u).
Varia na java ek var
Jo tudh(u) bMvai
bhali ksr.
Tjj sada salamat(i) nirankar.

sa;

Countless are the names and countless places.
Countless are the unknowable regions.
It is folly even to say (the word) countless.
Through letters (Le. language) is the Name and the
praise (of God).
Through letters comes knowledge and the songs in
praise of t1is virtues.
Through letters comes the writing and speaking of
language.
Through letters comes the description of the destiny of
men.
He who wrote these scripts of destinies is Himself free
from this reckoning.
As He ordains, men fulfil their destinies.
Whatever He has created, is ( the manifestation of) His
Name.
There is no place (or object) where His Name is not.
How can I say how great His power is ?
I cannot even on~e sacrifice myself to Him.
Whatever pleases thou, 0 Lord, is best for me.
Thou art the eternally-abiding Formless one.

TWENTY
Bhar;ai hath(u) pair(u) tan(u) deh.
Pan; dhotai utaras(u) kheh.
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MDt pant; kapar(u) 00.. ' 1 \ '
De sibDn(u) Isisi oh(~) dhoe.
Bhariai mat(i) papa kai sang(i). '
Oh(u) dhopai nivai kai rang(i).
Punn; pip; akhan(u) nah(i), ~
Kar(i) kar(i) karani likh(i)Jajj4h(u).
Ape bij(i) ape hi khih(U).
'.
Ninak hukami ivah(u) jjh(u).

If hands and feet ~nd the body get dirty, their impurity
can be removed by washing. with Water.
If clothes ~ome $Oiled by urine and refuse, they can
be washed and cteans8d With the help of soap.
If the reason gets polluted bYindulging'in sins, it can be
purified by constant meditation on the (holy) Name.
The pious and the sinner are not only in name.
What you will earn by action, that goes with you.
You will reap what you will sow.
Nanak says, at the Lord's bidding you will come and go.

TWENTY ONE
Tirath(u) tap(u) daya dat(u) din(u).
Je ko pBvai tn ki min(u).
'
Sunia mahnii man(l) k7ti bhao.
Antar gat(i) tirafh(i) mal(i) nio.
Ssbh(i) gun tere mai nihT koe.
Vin(u) gun kIte bhagat(l) na hoe.
Suast(i) iih(i) bitti bararnio.
Sst(i) sUhin(ujSadi man(l) chio.
Kavan(u) su
vakhat(u) kavan(u) kavan thit(u)
kavan(u) vir(u).
Kavan sl rut; mih(u) kalJ8l't(u) }It(u) hoi ikir(u).
Vel na
pandati hovai lelch(u) purin(u).

vela

"'18

/I
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Vakhat(u) na paio ~crlS ji likh8n(i) lekh(u) kuran(u).
Thit(u) vsr(u) najogTj§nai rut(i) mlh(u) na ko;'
Ja karats sirathi kau s8je ipe jinai soT•
Kiv kar(i) ilchi kiv silihNciu varani kiv jini.
Ninak ikhan(i) sabh(u) ko ikhai iIc dD ik(u) sisna.
Vada sihib(u) vadi nai kits js ki hovai.
Nsnak je ko ipau jinai agai gays na sahai.

Visiting of holy places, penances, charity and donations
earn very little merit, if at alf they mesn anything.
(On the other hand) God's Name heard, accepted and
cherished in heart, is (equal to) a spiritual ablution at the
.
holiest level.
All virtues are thine, my Lord, while I have none.
Without acquiring virtues, I cannot serve thee.
All glory and victory to Him, who is matter. language and
creativity, att Himself.
He is true, Beautiful and ever Blissful.
What time was it, what lunar condition, what(solar) day
was it?
What season was it, what month-when the world was
created ?
The Pandits could not know the time (of creation)
otherwise it would have been mentioned in the Purinas.
The Muslim divines (also) could not know the Time.
otherwise they would have apprised of it in the Ouran.
The Yogis (also) could not know the lunar condition or
the season or the month ( when the world was created).
Only God Himself knows when He creates the world.
How can I say (anything) about God or praise Him?
Ninak, everyone· has something to say; 'everyone
thinks he is wiser than others (but none can say anything).
Great is the Lord, great His Name, an creation is His.
Nsnak, if any man vainly knows (or says) something, he
will not be liked (or accepted) in the life after death.
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TWENTY TWO
Piti/i pitBllaIch igIsIlgIs.
Orak orale bhil(i) Nice ved lcahan(i) ik vat
Sahas ath8rah lcahan(i) lcatebi uuIii ik(u) dhit(u).
Lekhi hoe t8 liIct'I1ai lfIIchai hoe vinis(u).
Nanak vadi 8Ichfai ipe j8nai Iplu).
Millions are the nether regions, milUons are the heavenly
spheres.
The Rish~ tried to find out the farthest limits (of space)
.but they failed-the Vedas declare this as a final word.
The religious books (of the Semitic religions) say there
are eighteen thousand (heavens) whose source is the one
Lord.
We can have a counting, if a counting be possible; but
the counting will deP'oy: the cqunters themselves.*
Ninak, let us praise the· Great One who only knows
what is, what.

TWENTY THREE
salihi sa/ah(i) etl surat(i) na pii8.
Nsdi8 atai vih pavah(i) samund(i) na jiniah(i).
Samund sih sultin girahi setf Mil(u) dhan(u).
Kiri tul(;) ns hovanl je tis(u) manah(u) na visarah(i).

Those who go on praising the praiseworthy Lord, do not
realise the truth that th8y cannot praise Him;
Just as streams and riVulets flow into the ocean, but
they cannot know the (extent of the) ocean.

*Here I have radically differed with Prof. Sahib SIngh'. trMIIldlon.
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The ocean-like great kings and monarchs, whose
riches and treasures are mountain-like, are not equal to an
ant, if it never forgets the lord·.

TWENTY FOUR
Ant(u) na sitat; kahan(i) na ant(u).
Ant(u) na karanai den(i) na ant(u).
Ant(u) na vekhan(i) sunan(i) na ant(u).
Ant(u) na japai kia man(i) mant(u).
Ant(u) na japai kita ikar(u).
Ant(u) na japai paravar(u).
Ant karan(i) kete bilal8h(i).
Ta ke ant na pie(i) jah (i).
Eh(u) ant(u) na janai koe.
Bahuta kahiai bahuta hoe.
Vada sahib(u) iicM thaD.
Uche iipar(i) iicha nao.
Evad(u) jjcM hovai koe.
Tis(u) iiche kau jana; soe.
Jevad(u) ap(i) janai ap(i) ap(i).
Nanak nadari karami date;).

Endless His praise, endless what is said about Him.
Endless His doings, endless His givings.
Endless the seeings and endless the hearings.
Endless seems to be His divine will.
Endless seems to be His created world;
No end, no limit, no bounds, whatsoever.
Many cry and bewail to know His end;
But they can never find His limits.
"My difference with Prof. sahib Singh's translation, in these Iines,is very
substantial. The judgement of correctness is left to the scholars and the
spiritually-advanced readers.
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----_._--------

NO.b.OdY knows .ny such liQ1its (of the Infinite Lord) ;
The greater we say, still.gf~tei' He is. '
'.'
Great is the Lord and lofty His abode :
Still more lofty is tiis, t-:!9lY t:4ame.
If one rises so hfgH is1hsf,': "
He may (pernaPI') know such a Lofty One.
He alone knows how.
He is.
Nanak, by His'orace and favour, comes the bounty.

gAl.

TWENTY ,FIVE
Bahuti karam(u) lilchii

ni jie.

Vada dits til(u) na tamae.
Kete mangah(i) jodh apir.
Ketia ganat nahi vfchir(u)
Kete khap(i) tutah(i) velcar.
Kete lai lai mulcar(i) pih(i).
Kete miirakh khihikhih(i).
Ketia diikh bhDIch sad mar.
Eh(i) bhi d8t(i)
d6tii.
Band(i) khBJisTbhinai hoe.
Hor(u) alch(l) na sakai kos.
Je ko khillc(u) ikhan(1) pie.

ten

Oh(u) jina; jetII muh(1) IchBe.

Ape jinai

ips de-e.
Akhah(i) sI bhi lceike-e.
Jis no balchaBe s1fIIt(l) silih.
Hanak pit(l)dhl pii('J sih(u).

His bounty is so great, it cannot be said.
Great Is the Giver who 18 above desire.
Many are the'brave warriors, who beg at His door.
Their number is beyond counting.
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Many are the men who exhaust themselves in vicious
acts.
Many are the men who take and deny His bounties.
Many are the fools who go on eating the bounties (but
realise not the Giver).
Many are the men who are eternally punished by (the
pangs of) sorrow and hunger;
Lord, the Giver, it is also Thine gift and bounty.
His will decides the perdition or salvation (Of man):
No one else can say anything about it.
If a braggart dares say anyt~ing, he alone knows how
much punishment he is meted out.
There are, however, a few (grateful ones) who say that
the Lord alone knows and He alone gives.
To whom the Lord grants ( the power of) praising
Himself.
Ninak, such a man is the king of kings.

o

TWENTY SIX
Amul gun amul vapar.
Amul vipine amul bhandir.
Amul ivah(i) amullai jih(/).
Amul bhie amula samih(/):
Amu/(u) dharam(u) amu/(u) dlbin(u).
Amu/(u) tul(u) amul(u) paravin(u).
Amul(u) bakhsis amul(u) nisan(u).
Amu/(u) karam(u) amul(u) phurmin(u).
Amulo amul(u) ikhii na jie.
Akhi(l) ikh(l) rahe liv lie.
Akhah(i) ved pith purin.
Akhah(i) parhe karah(i) vakhian
Akhah(i) barame ikhan(i) indo .
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----_._--

)(khah(i) gop; tai govind.
Akha!J(i) issr ikhah(i) siddh.
Akhah(i) kete kite buddh.
~khah(i) dinav ikhah(i) dev.
J(khah(i) sur(i) nar mun(i) jan sev.
Kete ikha,h(i) ' akhan(i) pah(i).
Kete kah(i) kah(i) lith(i) uth(i,1 jiih(i).
Ete kite hor(i) kareh(i).
Ta sleh(i) na sakah(i) kei ke-e.
Jevad(u) bhavai tevad(i) hoe.
Ninak janai sacha soe.
Je ko ikhai boI(u) vigar(u).
Ta likhiai sir(i) giviri givir(u).
Priceless His virtues: priceless dealings (of virtues).
Priceless those (men) who practise virtues; priceless
His treasure of virtues.
Priceless the birth of men (on this earth); priceless the
value of good deeds they take to the next world.
Priceless those who love Him; priceless those
immersed in Him.
Priceless His Law; priceless His Court (of justice).
Priceless His 'balance'; priceless His 'weight'.
Priceless His grace; priceless the signs of His grace.
Priceless His bounty; priceless His command.
He is so priceless that it cannot be expresed.
Those who attempt to express (His greatness),in the
end, get absorbed in Him.
The texts of Vadas and Puranas try to state His worth.
The learned scholars who declaim to others (also)
attempt to say (how great He is).
Many Brahmas explain Him; so do many Indras.
Many Gopis (the female votaries of Krishna) and many
Krishnas express Him.
Many Shivas and Sidhas speak of Him.
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The countless Buddhas created by Him expatiate on
Him.
The demons and the angels (all) discourse of Him;
So do angelic men and holy persons and servants of
God.
Thus many are those who are expressing Him or
attempting to express Him.
Many are those who spend their lives in speaking of Him
and then quit this world, in the end.
If God creates as many more beings as He has created ,
already;
Even then they cannot say forth (how great He is).
God is as great as He wishes to be ;
Ninak, He theTruthful One alone knows about Himself.
If one bespeaks something out of limit or propriety, he
will certainly be dubbed as the most foolish and vulgar
among men.

TWENTY SEVEN
SO dar(u) kehB so ghar(u) keha jit(u) bah(i) sarab
samale.
Vaje nad anek asankha kete vavanahire.
Kete rag pari sio kah;an(i) kete givanahiJre.
Gavah(i) tuhano paun(u) pin; baisantsr(u) gBvai raja
dharam(u) duire.
Gavah(i) chit(u) gupat(u) likh(i) janah(i) likh(i) likh(i)
dharam(u) vichire.
Gavah(i) isar(u) barami devi sohan(i) sadlJ savire.
Givah(i) ind indisan(i) baithe devatii dar(i) nile.
Givah(i) sidh samidhiandar(i) givan(i) sidh vichire.
Gavan(i) jati satfsantokhigavah(i) vir karare.
Gavan(i) pandit parhan(i) rakhisar jUg(u) jug(u) veda
nale.
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Gavsh(i) mohan;a man(u)

mohan(i)

surgi machh

payi/e.
Givsn(i) ratan upie tere athasath(i) tirath nile.
Gavah(i) jodh mahiba/ suri givah(i) khan; chare.
Gavah(i) khand mandai varabhandi kar(i) kar(i) rakhe
dhSre.
sei tudh no g8vah(i) jo tudh(u) bhivan(i) rate tere
bhagat radle.
Hor(i) kete gSvan(i) sa mai chit(i) na ivan(i) Ninek(u)
kii vichire.
So; soi sadi sach(u) sihib(u) sicha siehi nli.
Hai bhl hosT jae na jaS; rachani jin(i) rachii.
Rangi rangT bh8ti #car(i) #car(i) jinasT miii jin(i} upil
Kar(i) #car(i) velchai kiti apani jiv tis dfvadi8f
Jo tis(u) bhivsi so; karasi hukam(u) na karani jii.
So pat(i) sih(u) siha pat(i) sihib(u) Nanak rahan(u)
rajai.
Where is the door (or portico) and where is the house,in
which 0 Lord, thou dwellest and taketh care of all the
creation?
Infinite are the melodies and sounds (in thy praise) and
countless are those who strike them.
Numberless are the Ragasand Ragin is· and countless
are their singers (who chant thy praiee8).
They sing thy praises-the air, the water. the fire and
also the Dharam-Raja. (the Divine Reckoner) who stands at
thy door.

-1••.Indian mUIicaI notes divided into meaculine and feminine categories.
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They sing thy praises-the Chitra and Gupta* who know
and record (the deeds of men) under the scrutiny of the
Dharam.Rij.
They sing thy praises-the Shiva, the Brahma and the
Goddess, who stand ever exalted in thy presence.
They sing thy praises-the many Indras (the kings
among gods) sitting on their thrones, at thy door, surrounded
by (millions of) gods.
They sing thy praises-the Sidhas absorbed in
meditation and the Sadhust in introspection.
They sing thy praises-the celibate, the charitable, the
contended ones and also the mighty warriors.
They sing thy praises-the learned pandits and the
great Rishis who study the Vedas during various ages of
history and the Vedas themselves (sing thy praises).
They sing thy praises-the heart-ravishing beautiful
females belonging to the heavens, the earth and the nether
world (Piti/).
They sing thy praises-the precious objects (the
Rattans) created by thee along with the sixty eight holy
places of pilgrimage.
They sing thy praises-the valiant and mighty fighters
and also the four sources of creation.:t:
They sing thy praises-the various worlds, the heavenly
spheres and the whole universe, which all have been
created and eternally-fixed by thee.
Only those whom thou Iiketh, sing thy praises-the loveintoxicated Shagats who are ever absorbed in thee.
-The familiar names of two angels, who. in Hindu religious belief. are
supposed to see and record all good and bad deeds of human beings.
ti.e. the ascetics or ~ persona.
: i.e. the four

Khinis : andaj. jetaj, setaj
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and uIbhc.j

Ninak, there are many more who sing thee, but I cannot
recoHect them-how can I think of all thy devotees?
The same, the selfsame lord, the etem~lIy True One,
whose greatness is Truet :
He who has created the whole universe, is existent now,
will exist in future and wiN remain ever in existence;
He who has created the ephemeral world (Maya) of
various colours, kinds and species:
He witneses His created world and cherishes it as and
how it pleases His mind.
.
He does what pleases Him-and who can question his
doings?
That lord who is the Lord of Lords, is the Master.
Ninak, let us obey His Hukam.

TWENTY EIGHT
Mundi santolch(u) saram(u) pat(u) jholidhian ki karah(i)
bibhiit(i).
Khinthi kil(u) kuiri klii jugat(i) dandi parflt(i).
Ai panthi sagaI jamiti man(i) jitai jag(u) }it(u).
J(des(u) tisa# ides(u)."
Ad(;) anil(u) anid(l) anihat(i) jug(u) jug(u) aka ves(u).

a yogi, let contentment be your rlngs; honour be your
bowl and bag, meditation your ashes ;
let the fear of death be your cloak, celibacy be your
yogic method and faith be your staff ;
let 'sympathy with all beings' be your great yogic sect
and (thus) by conquering the mind, you conquer the world.
tHere the word' 'nai', according to S. 8ahIb SIngh, does not mean the
'Name' but the greaIneU of GOd. (JapfSal1lc (PunIib1). P. 119).
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Salutation to the Lord who is primal, absolutely pure,
without beginning and everlasting-who does not change
through ages.

TWENTY NINE
Bhugat(i) giin(u) days bhandiran(i) ghat(i) ghat(i)
vijah(i) nsd.
1.p(i) nith(u) nith;sabh js ki ridh(i) sidh(i) avari sid.
Sanjog(u) vijog(u) due ksr cha/svah(i) lekhe 8vah(i)
bhAg.
Ades(u) tisai ades(u).
Ad(i) anil(u) anid(i) anihat(i) jug(u) jug(u) elco ves(u).

o yogi, let knowledge (of God) be your holy food, charity
be your distributor and the divine throb in every heart be your
meal-time music.
The Lord Himself is the Master (Nath); the whole world
is under His sway; and the spiritual powers (miracles called
Ridhis and Sidhis) are extraneous occupation.
The divine causation named 'union' and 'separation' are
agents that run the world and it is they that determine the
destinies of men.
salutation to the Lord who is primal, absolutely pure,
without beginning and everlasting-who does not change
through ages.

THIRTY
Eki rna; jugat(i) viai tin(i) chele paravsn(u).
Ik(u) sansiri ik(u) bhandsr; ik(u) lie dib8n(u).
Jiv tis(u) bhaliai tivai cha/avai jiv hovai phurmsn(u).
Oh(u) vekhai oni nadar(i) na avai bahots eh(u)
vidan(u).
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Ades(u) tissi ides(u).
Ad(i) an;l(u) anid(IJ BnahBt(i) jug(u) jug(u) elco ves(u).

The one (divine) Mother (called MayS) gQt conceived by
a stratagem and manife8tly gave birth to three children.
One of them (Brahma) became the creator of the world.
the second (Vishnu) became the bread-giver and the third
(Shiva) became the holder of the court (i.e. destroyer of the
world).

Whatever pleases the Lord, He orders and gets done
according to His command.
He sees them (the mortals) but they cannot see Himhow surprising is this?
salutation to the Lord who is primal, 'absolutely pure,
without beginning and evertasting-who does not change
through ages.

THIRTY ONE
Asan(u) Ioe Ioe bhBndir.

Jo #Cichh(u) pijj so eIci vir.
Kar(i) kar(i) vekhBi sifBianahir(u).
N8nak sache ki sichi kif.
Ades(U)

tisBi ides(u).

Xd(i) an7l(u)

anid(i)

anihat(i)

jug(u) jug(u) eko

ves(u).
Every sphere (created by God) contains a store-house
of treasures.
Whatever was stored in them, was once for all and
inexhaustible.
The Creator looks after everything He crEt8tes.
Ninak, true are the doings of the True Lord.
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salutation to the lord who is primal, absolutely pure,
without beginning and everlasting-who does not change
through ages.

THIRTY TWO
Ik dii jibhau lakh hOO(i) lakh hovah(i) lakh vis.
Lakh(u) lakh(u) gari ikhiah(i) ek(u) nim(u) jagdis.
Et(u) rih{i) pat (i) pavaris chariai hoe ikis.
Sun(i) gals skis ki kits ai ;;s.
Nanak nadari piiai kiiri kDrai thIs.
If there be a hundred thousand tongues, instead of one,
and even if they become millions;
With so many tongues, if the One Name ot God be
recited millions of times;
In this manner, one can ascend to the (lofty mansions of
the) beloved lord by becoming single-minded.
Hearing such heavenly talks, even low people became
envious.
Nanak, such heights are attained only by (God's) grace,
(because) false professions lead but to false results.

THIRTY THREE
Akhan(i) jor(u) chupai nah jor(u).
Jor(u) na mangan(i) den(i) na jor(u).
Jor(u) na jivan(i) maran(i) nah jor(u).
Jor(u) na raj(i) mil(i) man(i) sor(u).
Jor(u) na surati giin(i) vichir(i).
Jor(u) na jugat; chhutai sansir(u).
Jis(u) hath(i) jor(u) kar(i) vekhai soe.
Nanak uttam(u) nTch{u) na koe.
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It is not i" our power to speak or to be silent.
It is not in our power to ask for or give anything.
It is not in our power to live or to die.
It is not in our power to rule. to acquire wealth or to have
pleasure.
It is not in our power to have introspection. knowledge or
thought.
It is not in our power to know the 'way of true living'
which emancipates humanity (from the shackles of sin).
The Lord who hal the 'power' knows how to use it.
Nanak. no one is high or low (by his own effort).

THIRTY FOUR
Rat; rut; thit; vir.
Pavan pini egan; pitiJ.
Tis(u) vich(i) dharati thip(i) rakhi dharamsa/.
Tis(u) vich(i) JI8 jU(JIJt(i) ke rang.
Tin ke nim anek anant.
Karam; karami hoe v;char(u).
sacha aP(i) sachi datbir(u).
Tithai sohan(i) panch parvin(u).
Nadan karam(i) pavai nisin (u),
Kachpakaiothaipia
Nanak gayi japai jie.
The nights. the seasons, the lunar positions, tne days;
The air, the water. the fire and the nether region ;
In this ensemble God p~ the temple-like earth.
On this earth He create1j beings of many species and
colours.
•
Their names are numberless and infinite.
The various actions of men will be considered in the
end.
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The true Lord holds His true court.
There the accepted Panchas have places of honour.
The sign (of acceptance and honour) comes by His
grace and favour.
The rawness and maturity will be determined in the next
world.
Nanak, men will know of it, when they go beyond human
existence.

THIRTY FIVE
Dharam khand ka eho dharam(u).
Gian khand ka akhah(u) karam(u).
Kete pavan pan; vaisantar kete kan mahes.
Kete barame ghiirat(i) ghariah(i) rfJp rang ke Yes.
Ketia karam bhiim; mer kete kete dhii upades.
Kete ind chand sur kete kete mandaI des.
Kete siddh buddh nath kete kete dey; Yes.
Kete dey danav mun(i) kete kete ratan samund.
Ketia kMn; ketia bin; kete pit narind.
Ketia surat; sevak kete Nanak ant(u) na ant(u).

This was (exactly) the characteristic of the Region
of Law.
Let the nature of the Region of knowledge be (now)
• described.
Many are the airs, many waters and fires, many
Krishnas and Shivas (in this·Region).
Many are the Brahmas, who create all objects and
many are.)he categories of form and colour.
; ~ny are the earths, many mountains, many
preachings of the Dhru Bhagtas.
Many are the Indras, many moons, many suns, many
spherical areas.
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Many are the Siddhas, many Buddhas and Niths, many
forms of goddesses..
.
Many are the angels, many demons, many Munist
many rattans* and oceans.
Many are the sources of creation (the Khinis ), many

languages, many kings and sovereigns.
Many are the cognitions and many cognizants : Ninak,
there is absolutely no end to it

THIRTY SIX
Giin khand mah(i) giin(u) parchand(u).
Titha; nid binod kod ~fJIMJd(u).
Saram khand lei ban; riip(u).
Tdhai ghirat(i) QhlJliai bahut(u) aniip(u).
Ta leiS gsli #caM na jJh(;).
Je ko kahai plchhai pschhutie.
Tithai ghsria; , surat(i) mat (i) man(i) buddh(;).
Tithai ghanai sura sidhi kisuddh(i).
In the Region of Knowledge, knowledge preponderates.
There is eternal bliss and myriad pleasuress coupled
with celestial music.
The expression of the Region of Honour is beauty.
In this Region, immensely beautiful creations take
place;
So beautifUl, that they cannot be described.
If someone descibes, he will repent later on.
Created in that Region are the cognition, the reason, the
mind and the intellect.
Also is created the awareness of the angels and the
Siddhas.
ti.e.Rishis who remain ab80IuteIy reticent.
tPricelesa gems, a popueJar metaphor for any precious object.
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THIRTY SEVEN
Karam khand ki binijor(u).
Tithai hor(u) na koi hor(u).
Tithai jodh mahB-bal siir.
Tin mah(i) rsm(u) rahia bharpur.
Tithai sito sits mahimi mih(i).
Ta ke rup na kathane jih(i).
Na oh(i) marah(i) na thige jah(i).
Jin kai ram(u) vasai man mah(i).
Tithai bhagat vasah(i) ke loa.
Karah(i) anand(u) sachS man(i) soe.
Ssch khand(i) vasai ni"ankir(u).
Kar(i) kar(i) vekhai nadar(i) nihSl.
Tithai khand mandai varabhand.
Je ko kathai ta ant na ant.
Tithai loa loa akar.
Jiv jiv hukam(u) tivai tiv kir.
Vekhai vigasai kar(i) vichir(u).
Ninak kathana karara sir(u).
The expression of the Region of Grace is (divine)
power.
There none exists except the (powerful) Lord Himself.
There (only) the valiant and mighty warriors are
honoured.
In their minds only the presence of God exists.
There (the Bhagats) remain ever absorbed in the praise
of the Lord.
Their (divine) beauty cannot be described.
They never die and are never deceived (by the effect of
Maya).
Because God ever remains ingrained in their hearts.
In this Region, Bhagats from various worlds have their
abode.
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The True Lord (ever ingrained) in their mind, they are
ever in bliss.
In the Region of Truth only the Formless Lord exists.
He creates and looks after and blesses all His creations.
In this Region, there are tinfinite) worlds and spheres
and universes.
If one attempts to describe, he cannot.
There are infinite places.and infinite bodies and forms.
The whole creation works as He wishes.
He the Supreme Lord sees and pleases Himself by
contemplation.
Nanak, to say anything is like (swallowing) hard iron.

THIRTY EIGHT
Jat(u) pihara dhiraj(u) sufHar(u).
Aharan(i) mat(i) ved(u) hathiar(u).
Shau kha/s agan(i) tap tao.
Shands bhso amrit(u) t#f(u) dhSl(i).
Ghariai sabad(u) sach; takad/.
Jin kau nadar(i) karam(u) tin ksr.
NSnBk nada,; nsdar(i) nihil.

Let continence be the (goldsmith's) workshop and
patience be the goldsmith.
Let reason be the anvil and knowledge be the
instrument.
Let fear be the bellows and penance be the fire.
Let love be the utensil in which the holy nectar is
poured.
In this manner, the Guru's Word (Sabad) can be minted
in the true mint.
Those who are blessed in His eyes, win His favour.
Ninak, it is only Divine Grace that saves man.
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SALOK (Epilogue)
Pavan(u) guru pani pita mata dharat(i) mahat(u).
Divas(u) rat(i) doe ds; dSia khelai sagal jagat(u).
Changiaia buriaia vachai dharam(u) hadiir(i).
Karam; apa apn; ke nerai ke diir(i).
Jini nam(u) dhiaia gae musakat(i) ghal(i).
Nanak te mukh ujle keti chhuti nal(i).

Air is the Guru, water the father, the venerable earth
is the mother.
Day and night are the nurses and the whole world (as a
child) is in play.
The good and evil acts are being watched by DharamRaj in th~ Divine presence.
By their actions some men get nearer to God and others
go farther from Him.
Those who remembered His Name, got their labours
fructified.
Nanak, their faces were hallowed and millions were
saved along with them.
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